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Reach for
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4 Nov
2021

With the news the country should be returning to most forms of
normality from 21 June, we are excited that it’s looking very likely
that our Laundry and Drycleaning Awards - The LADAs - will be
back for a live event in the wonderful surroundings of Mercedes-Benz

World in Surrey on Thursday 4 November 2021.
Now in its seventh year, this event is always a wonderful way to
celebrate the stars of the industry. Last year we went virtual with
the vLADAs and nearly 300 people joined us online in November
to make sure that no virus
was going to stop us from
celebrating the best of the
best in the industry.
This year we’re on track to
don the black tie outfits again
- if they fit! - and join together
as an industry for an evening
of great food, champagne and
entertainment.
It’s time to reach out for
those stars and think about
who is making a difference
in the industry.
Ma rk Gle e d , eve nt
organiser said: “We are
delighted to announce two
brand new categories this
year - Laundry Manager and
Counter Customer Service
Advisor. This is in response
to feedback from readers
that these key frontline roles
in our industry businesses
must be recog nised.
These individuals are the
backbone of the laundries
and drycleaning outlets and
are normally the main face of
the businesses to customers.
“We’re in full operation
mode planning the event and
we are looking forward to
meeting all of our friends
and colleagues in person
rather than looking through
a screen. With the generous
support and partnership
from Linen Connect, Ecolab,
Laund r y Engineer ing
Services, Industrial Laundry
Equipment, Vision Linens,
Fox Energy and Christeyns,
to date, Thursday 4 November
will be a night to remember.
And for those industry golfers
out there we are now taking
names for the annual pre
awards golf day. Anyone
is welcome to join this fun
event.”
Read all about the event
on page 12, including a list
of all the categories and how
to nominate. Thinking caps
on and let’s reach for those
industry stars …

Ultimate EPoS for dry
cleaners & laundries
All the hardware, software, installation,
training & lifetime telephone support
you’ll ever need.
One single
payment or
fixed term lease.
*

The world’s
best EPoS
systems for
dry cleaners

020 8441 0102
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CLEAN
GREEN
ENERGY
SAVING
LAUNDRY.
If you’re looking for a more sustainable
solution to your business WASHCO can help.
As one of Miele’s largest UK partners we
oﬀer their complete range of WetCare
products; a gentle, environmentally friendly
method of drycleaning.
Requiring no solvents, Miele’s WetCare saves
you energy, reducing running costs and
enviromental impact whilst producing the
best wash results.
With purchase, renting and lease options
available, supported by service you can rely on,
call WASHCO today to see how we
can help.
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Since 2016, Laundry Efficiency
have been on a mission to make the
textile care industry greener and
more sustainable. Their progressive
business model of encouraging the
industry to reduce excessive waste,
pollution and misuse of natural
resources is recognised with the
United Kingdom’s highest official
British business award.
The company is one of only 205
organisations nationally recognised
with a prestigious Queen’s Award
for Enterprise. They will carry
the honour of using the acclaimed
Royal Warrant for the next five
years.
The highly coveted award is for
their outstanding achievement in
tackling important environmental
issues within the laundry supply
chain to make the world a better
place.
Graham Oakley, the commercial
director of Laundry Efficiency
ref lects: “From day one, my
aim has been to make the world
a greener place. I am delighted
that our consultancy services and
green washing system is helping
the textile care industry make
critical environmental changes
in affordable ways. Winning a
Queen’s Award is testament to
the transformation and high eco
standards we get our customers
to reach.”
T he Queen’s Award for
Sustainable Development is not
the only award Laundry Efficiency
has won. In 2020, they won Keele
University’s Breaking the Mould
Award for developing a new
software system that gives Laundry
Efficiency customers real time data
to reduce their carbon footprint.
In addition to this, they won
the Staffordshire Chamber of
Commerce Sustainability and

Graham and Colin Oakley, proud recipients of the prestigious
Queen’s Award for Sustainable Development
(Rgiht) Laundry Efficiency can use this Royal Warrant for the
next five years
Environment award (2020), the
FSB’s Green Business of the Year
Award (2020, 2019, 2018) and our
own Laundry and Drycleaning
Award – the LADAs - Green Impact
Award in 2018. All awards have
been given in response to balancing
economic, environmental and
societal concerns within industry
practice.
However, despite the awards,
Laundry Efficiency has vowed
to continue pushing forward the
idea of a greener, cleaner and more
sustainable supply chain for the
textile industry. They believe it is
critically important that commercial
laundries adopt new practices
to remain relevant in addition to
servicing their customers’ high
standards. It’s no longer enough

to offer whiter than white linen.
Post-pandemic, linen now has to
be white, clean and bacteria-free.
The suite of products and
consultancy services that Laundry
Efficiency offer can give their
customers clean, bacteria-free
whiter than white linen. How?
Firstly, their ‘NASA’ developed
ozone technology is an advanced
product that kills bacteria, halves
wash time, reduces plastic waste
and decreases the level of harmful
surfactants in drainage water.
Secondly, their new Wash &
Protect chemicals address the
challenge of maintaining sanitised
cleanliness as textiles remain
bacteria-free for up to three months
after washing - a claim verified by
independent ISO22196:2011 testing.

Finally, Laundry Efficiency
takes a consultative approach,
advising and creating best-fit
systems for commercial laundries
of all shapes and sizes. They will
even train users up to healthcare
standards and provide certification
for lau nd r y operators who
continuously achieve best practice.
Fo r w a r d - t h i n k i n g a n d
environmentally aware commercial
laundries can rely on Laundry
Efficiency to provide a complete
‘green washing’ system. A system
that saves money, time, resources
and provides credibility in respect
to their eco responsibilities.
Recent social trends indicate a
new ‘war on waste’ is burgeoning,
suggesting the general public could
very likely reject a hotel, gym, spa
or restaurant because of perceived
waste creation and consumption.
Therefore, as the textile care market
innovates after a challenging
year, Laundry Efficiency has
award-winning products that give
laundry owners a springboard for
a brighter future.

Vikas Shah appointed to BEIS board
The business secretar y has
appointed textile industry expert
and entrepreneur Vikas Shah
MBE, along with Stephen Hill
OBE, as non-executive members
of the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) board, following an open
competition for the roles.
Shah is well-known in our
industry as managing director of
Swiscot Group, the Manchester
based textiles firm.
Swiscot G roup i ncludes
Linen Connect who supply to
commercial laundries, healthcare
and hospitality businesses across
the UK. Linen Connect are the
headline sponsor of the Laundry
and Drycleaning Awards – the
LADAs – the key annual industry
event that Shah has actively
supported for many years.
Shah and Hill will help to
steer the department’s board as
BEIS tackles key issues facing
the UK, including the economic
recovery from coronavirus, efforts
to combat climate change and
promote science, research and
innovation, while ensuring the
UK is a great place to work and
to grow a business.
Both appointees bring a wealth
of experience to their roles. Vikas

Shah was awarded an MBE for
Services to Business and the
Economy in 2018 and president
of the North West region chapter
of TiE - the world’s largest
entrepreneurs network.
Stephen Hill was awarded
in OBE in 2017 for his work in
philanthropy, particularly for
those with hearing impairments,
is currently the chairman of
the Alzheimer’s Society, and
non- exe cut ive d i re ct or of
investment holding company
Applerigg Ltd.
Business secretary Kwasi
Kwarteng said: “Both Vikas and
Stephen will be fantastic assets to
the Department, bringing enormous
experience and expertise to support
our work as we help businesses
across the UK recover and build
back better from the pandemic. I
look forward to working with both
of them, and the rest of our board,
to deliver on the people’s priorities.

Vikas Shah MBE said: “I am
delighted to accept this important
role to help BEIS deliver on its key
priorities, including supporting
businesses as we build back from
the pandemic, and unleashing a
new generation of entrepreneurs
across the UK.”

Stephen Hill said: “I am
honoured to have been offered the
position as a non-executive member
of the board and I am very much
looking forward to supporting the
Department to level up every region
of the UK, support businesses and
build a green economy.”

From
the
editor
I write this on the back of the
first ‘normal’ weekend in a very
long time – kids sport, meals out,
shopping, a swim, some cheeky
cocktails, a trip to an art gallery
– and the family were able to go
and watch a proper football match
again. Even the ultimate fromagefest that is Eurovision was back on
the telly, and Glastonbury … well
sort of, eventually! Something for
everyone. It really was fabulous
to be doing fun stuff again.
Being out and about more
though you can’t help but notice
the increased waste that Covid
has generated – the single use
masks discarded everywhere
(apparently we’re throwing
away three million globally
every minute!), the packaging
thrown away after every Covid
test, the plastic apron and gloves
my hairdresser has to change
after every appointment, the bin
at the back door of the dentist
overflowing with masks, gloves
and hairnets worn by every
patient, throwaway restaurant
menus and on a recent shopping
trip I was handed a fresh cotton
bud each time I tested a different
make up colour. What a waste.
It feels like a massive step
backwards from the progress
we’d been making and the
conscious habits we’ve all
developed over recent years.
Whilst some of this is out of
our own control at the moment,
it’s good to see that we have
plenty of industry businesses
still driving forward their own
sustainability agendas. We find
out more from them on page 16
in our article on greenwashing.
I mentioned back in February
about greenwashing and, like
so many of our recent features,
the topic has gathered enough
traction to warrant its own
article, which we’ve aptly called
‘More than words’. By definition,
greenwashing is “behaviour
or activities that make people
believe that a company is doing
more to protect the environment
than it really is.” They are saying
things about how green they are
but can’t necessarily back it up,
or the ‘green’ element is actually
only a very small part of what
they do.
In a study last year, the
Competition and Markets
Authority (CMA) found that 40
per cent of sustainability-related
claims by businesses online
could be misleading. And four
in 10 corporates in the sectors
they analysed were providing
information on environmental
criteria that could be considered
misleading and potentially
breaking consumer laws – such
as products being labelled
‘organic’ or ‘recycled’ despite
not containing majority organic
ingredients or recycled content.
The CMA urge businesses
to be ‘clear and upfront’ with
their customers about their
green credentials. There’s
plenty of guidance online about
avoiding greenwashing, or at
least mitigating it. This includes
being open and honest with your
customers, asking them to ask
you questions so you’re sure you
can explain the detail behind your
claims, gather your evidence and
communicate it clearly. Take a
look at how some of our industry
businesses are doing this on
page 16. Consumers are wise
to greenwashing now and will
want more than your words …

News

CLEAN
announce ISO
9001:2015
certification
for quality
management

TSA
Government hangs hospitality
laundries out to dry. Again.
“Everyone agrees that we should get
support, but we still get nothing,” pleads
TSA in a press release last month.
The restart grants are great news for
hospitality and other businesses – but
not for commercial laundries. Yet again
the laundries that hospitality relies on
have been ignored by government. Now
the TSA (Textile Services Association),
which represents commercial laundries
in the UK, has written to BEIS (the
department of Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy) to demand an
explanation.
“We didn’t get lockdown grants, we
didn’t get business rates relief, we didn’t
get the VAT reduction,” says David
Stevens, CEO of the TSA. “Now we’re
not getting the restart grants, either. It’s
like Groundhog Day, only much worse.
“We’re suffering, we need support,
and we’re not getting it, while other
businesses are. It’s so unfair.”
Stevens points out that the
commercial laundries that supply the
hospitality industry have seen their
business drop by 90 per cent or more.
“We just need to know why we’re being
ignored,” he says.
Here is the text of the TSA’s letter
to Kwasi Kwarteng MP, secretary of
state for business, energy and industrial
strategy:

Dear Mr Kwarteng,
I draw your attention to a statemen
t that our members
are receiving ever y time they apply to
their Council for any
form of rate relief or grant support.
“I understand your position and frust
ration. However, in
the guidance that was issued by the Depa
rtment of Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy, your
busi ness does not fall
into a qualifying category.”
This time it’s the resta rt grants. Befo
re
lockdow n grants. And the VAT reduction that it was the
. And the busi ness
rates relief. Ever y time, we get ignored,
and we get nothing.
All the Councils agree hospitalit y laun
dries have been
forced to close. They all agree we shou
ld get the grant. They
all agree it’s unfair that we don’t get
any support. But then David Stevens
they’ve agreed we should have been
included in ever y piece
of financial support that other busi ness
es have been offered. But sympathy is
all we get. There
has been no money forthcom ing, the
hospitalit y laundries are always left
out.
Until someone in BEIS is brave enou
gh to accept they have got it wrong,
the com mercial
laundry industry will not get the supp
ort it deserves and so desperately need
s.
We’ve been turned dow n time and time
agai n. We’ve been hung out to dry.
So, now we need an audience with a
decision maker in BEIS so that, at the
very least, they
can explain why we’ve been singled
out for no help from government. Then
I can infor m the
industry as to why we have been exclu
ded.
Without the hund reds of com mercial
laundries serving hospitalit y, and the
24,0 00 laundry
operatives they employ, UK hospitalit
y will not be able to operate after 17th
restaurants, spor ts facilities and man
May. Hotels,
y other busi nesses rely on com mercial
laundries.
How can you expect laundries to surv
ive without any support when othe
r sectors have
received £billions in grants, VAT redu
ctions and rate relief.
Give us support. Please. If not, then
at least give us an explanation.

CLEAN are delighted to have
been awarded ISO 9001:2015
certification, an internationally
recognised standard that ensures
the rental and launder of garments,
dust mats and any sundry items that
meet the needs of customers through
an effective quality management
system.
The quality management system
previously used at the Cheltenham
workwear laundry site proved to
be robust and consistent. The next
logical step was to formalise the
standard and achieve a certification
recognised by all its customer
base, particularly those customers
involved in the food manufacturing
sector.
C L E A N ’s d e c i s i o n t o
work towards ISO 9001:2015
accreditation demonstrates its
com mit ment to continually
improving products and services. To
become ISO 9001:2015 compliant,
the workwear division based at
CLEAN’s Cheltenham laundry
site, underwent an extensive audit
that included further development
of its qualit y management
system, a management system
documentation review, pre-audit,
initial assessment, and clearance

of any non-conformances.
The certification has provided
CLEAN with greater visibility of
their unique garment track and
trace system and a progressive,
robust framework for document
control, root cause analysis and
corrective action to ensure ongoing
continual improvement.
BSI Assurance Mark ISO 9001:
2015 is one of the most rigorous
and well-regarded standards in the
world. The team at CLEAN were
audited by BSI and were presented
with their certificate in March 2021.
CLEAN’s chief executive
off icer, Kevin Godley says:
“Ach iev i ng ISO 90 01:2015
certification is fantastic news and
means our customers have complete
assurance our workwear rental and
laundry services operate to the
highest quality standard. We always
strive for continuous improvement
and this certification sees us take
another step on our journey.”
He added: “I am extremely
proud of our team for their
achievement. It provides further
proof of CLEAN’s commitment
to ensuring quality and providing
the best possible service to our
customers.”

The letter is signed by David Stevens.
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JSG start to see increase in
business as restrictions ease
Johnson Service Group PLC (JSG)
issued a statement at their AGM
in May stating that trading in the
first four months of the year has
continued to be impacted by the
various lockdown restrictions
although they are ‘now beginning
to see an increase in demand as
restrictions are starting to ease.’
Workwear volumes in March
were 96 per cent of normal levels
and there was a slight continuous
improvement during April as more
businesses were allowed to open.
Progress continues to be made
on the fitout of their new workwear
plant in Exeter - on target for
completion in the final quarter of
2021.
In the HORECA sectors, JSG
report volumes in the first quarter
were 11 per cent of normal, but
again seeing an increase in
customer activity as restrictions
ease. During the last two weeks of
April volumes were approaching
about 30 per cent of normal activity

with further increases expected
as the restrictions, particularly on
hotel stays, are relaxed.
At the end of April, JSG
continued to have 1,450 employees
on full or partial furlough, although
this number is expected to reduce
significantly in the coming weeks
as employees return to work in
response to increasing volumes.
The Group has also commenced
the commissioning of a new hotel
linen plant in Leeds. The site is
expected to be operational by 17
May to align with restrictions
relaxing in England. JSG will
transfer the work for their Yorkshire
based customers there, which is
currently processed in North Wales.
The formal statement from
the Group said: “We continue to
be confident in our ability to be
agile and responsive to increasing
volumes from our customers as the
hospitality market recovers over
the coming months. Our strong
balance sheet means that we are

well positioned to continue to
invest in the business to support
our long-term growth prospects.”
As planned, Bill Shannon retired
from the Board at the conclusion of
the AGM. At the same time, Jock
Lennox, who was appointed to
the Board on 5 January 2021 as an
independent non-executive director
and chair designate, will become
chair of the JSG Board.

Barker show incredible
support for Hospice ‘Grow
Some Sunshine’ campaign
Barker Dry Cleaning and Laundry has shown
incredible support for Lewis-Manning Hospice
Care and has purchased 3,000 seed packets to
join in the hospice’s ‘Grow Some Sunshine’
campaign and give them to the business’s
private laundry customers.
Matthew Barker, MD of Barker, the largest
domestic laundry in the UK and a leading
specialist drycleaner said, “When I heard
about the ‘Grow Some Sunshine’ initiative I
felt it was a great opportunity to give a little
gift to my customers whilst helping my local
hospice. This amazing charity has recently
helped the family of a member of our staff,
and this is an opportunity to say thank you,
whilst spreading the word so others can be
helped.
“ We w il l also be helpi ng t he
Lewis-Manning Hospice Care ‘Grow Some
Sunshine’ campaign to raise money by selling
seed packets in our drycleaning shops in
Sherborne, Bournemouth, Ashley Cross in
Poole and Ferndown.”
Corporate partnerships fundraiser Nicki
Cluley added, “We are thrilled to have
the support of Barker. Their generosity is
wonderful and will make a huge difference to
the lives of the patients that we are supporting.
“In these uncertain times, there is one
thing we can always be sure of, which is
Lewis-Manning nurses will go above and
beyond to care for families across East
Dorset and Purbeck. They bring sunshine
into patients’ lives during some of the most
difficult times they will ever face. The
‘Grow Some Sunshine’ campaign is all about
bringing families and communities together
to grow giant sunflowers this summer!
We want to fill the gardens of Dorset
and those of Barker customers with their
bold, bright and summery faces as a huge
thank you to all of our nurses, supporters
and community who ensure we can keep
providing much-needed hospice care.”
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Growing some sunshine
is Nicki Cluley (left) from
Lewis Manning Hospice
Care with Matthew
Barker, MD of Barker Dry
Cleaning and Laundry
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Regency announce expansion
ready for Summer 2021
Regency Laundry is expanding
to a new facility in Corsham,
Wiltshire with everything in place
for them to service their highquality customers with all laundry
requirements.
The new site is made up of
three units – known internally
as Corsham One, Two and Three
– where layout and production
routines have been meticulously
planned with the latest state of the
art technology.
The operations across the
three units are split by customer
type – allowing Regency to focus
and offer both bespoke solutions
to each customer. A real ‘Laundry
Concierge’.
Underpinning this development
is an investment by The Swiss
Laundry of Cambridge which
supports Regency with their
continued success since new
ownership in 2017.
Both Regency and Swiss share
an entrepreneurial culture and a
passion for customer service. The
working relationships between
both leadership teams go back a
long way – creating a high level
of trust and respect between the
businesses along with a collective
‘been there and done it’ mentality
and practicality that provides a
solid foundation for an effective
collaboration.

Stuar t Calder, managing
director at Regency, told Laundry
& Cleaning Today about the plans
for relocating: “Corsham One is
ready to go for now and together
with my partners, Chris Foulkes
and Julian Carr, our leadership
team and supply partners we have
been meticulously planning and

expediting the construct and work
practices for the facility. Everyone
in the business team is hugely
excited to have the opportunity
of bringing both state of the art
technology coupled with the
ideas and methods identified
for smarter working.”
Regency Laundr y will

operate both Bath and Corsham
facilities during what is expected
to be a very busy ‘staycation’
summer. “Having the additional
capacity, pre the construct of
Corsham Two, will ensure that

we have the capacity to meet
additional demands across all
services,” said Calder.
Regency Laundr y has
remained operational
th roughout lockdow n –
supporting key contracts,
other laundries and retail
customers. However, t hey
weren’t running at full capacity
so Calder and the team at Regency
have been using the downtime
to get ‘match fit’ for the future,
ticking off some of those chunky
if-only-I-had-the-time ‘to-do’
list jobs – PPM, rebranding of
the vehicle f leet, cleaning …
cleaning everything … and much,
much more.
Calder feels that lockdown did
present the perfect opportunity to
focus on staff training – not just
on the operational and equipment
side of the business, but also the
‘Why’ of the business – the brand,
what the company stands for and
how the new Corsham facility
will help them to deliver their
vision. The training manuals that
they’ve put together over the last
few months are now in place to
form the backbone of a far more
structured training and induction
programme going forward.

And the training didn’t just
stop at the team. Calder himself
has learnt a thing or two by
returning to the front line himself.
Through lockdown he’s been out
on the road driving the van and
delivering to customers – often
finding that, when dropping off or
collecting work, he’s greeted by
the actual owner of the hotel who
has also found themselves going
‘back to the floor’ and covering
a range of familiar (maybe not
recently though!) and unfamiliar
roles as team members have been
furloughed.
Being directly in front of
customers again has been an
incredibly valuable experience
for Calder, reminding him of how
it all started, and it has reignited
a fresh energy for the work he so
proudly does. “Going back out on
the road is a lockdown learning I
intend to keep doing in the future,”
he says.

Delivering Your Standards

CH OOS E R E U S A B L E ,
C HOOS E TH E
E N V I RON M E N T

Complete laundry solutions:

Wet cleaning
Laundry
Roller irons
Ozone cabinets

enquiries@mach1-engineering.co.uk
07956 216 307
Sales, spares, service and
installations.

Let us help you make the switch from
disposable, plastic face masks to reusable,
washable face masks.
visionlinens.com

01254 589 550

Official supplier of Renzacci laundry equipment
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Chemicals and Solvents

A fresh look
at chemicals
and solvents
A

s laundry and drycleaning operations emerge,
alongside their clients, from the Covid crisis
everyone is re-evaluating what they do and
how they do it.
Consumables such as chemicals and solvents are
high on that list and the specialists in the field have
wasted no time in looking to their customers’ future
needs.
From commercial laundry detergents through
wetcleaning and drycleaning products to spotting
chemicals, work has been under way to create solutions
fit for the future.

KREUSSLER TEXTILE CARE

Jean Anderson
reports
Disinfection has leapt to
the top of the priority list for
many, along with looking after the environment. But
consumers still want good value, sparkling whites
and vibrant colours alongside a reassuringly great
feel and scent.

TCS AND BÜFA
“Consumers are increasingly
looking for sustainable alternatives
to conventional laundry products
without sacrificing performance,”
says Jan Querengäβer of Büfa, the
manufacturer which has a long
relationship with UK supplier TCS.
“We have conducted extensive
research to find better product
formulations and wash processes
to meet this need. Our research
department has worked tirelessly
to find the perfect balance between
economic efficiency, quality and
effectiveness on one hand, and
ecology and sustainability on the
other.
“This testing has resulted in
a range which utilises the lowest
possible required quantities, for the
best possible washing performance,
and the lowest possible entry in the
aquatic ecosystems.”
Querengäβer continues: “We are
very proud to have been awarded
the EU Ecolabel certification
for the Büfa power by nature
Ozerna Eco system. This has also
been dermatologically approved
so is ideal for environmentally
conscious businesses who don’t
want to sacrifice quality even at
low temperatures.”
TCS will be the sole distributor
in the UK for this exciting new
system. Sally Bousie of TCS said:
“We are very excited to be bringing
this new system to the UK market.”
The system consists of four
products:
Ozerna Bright Green – An
alkaline all-purpose detergent with
optical brightener made from natural
and renewable material. Prevents
greying and has pronounced fat and
dissolving power. Excellent cleaning
results even at low temperatures.
Li zer na Ox – A liquid
oxygen bleach. Ideal oxygen
carrier in washing liquids. It
guarantees absolutely residue
free decomposition in water and
oxygen ensures thorough removal
of bleachable stains.
Lizerna Citro – Neutralising
agent based on citric acid. This is
a modern and odourless neutralising
agent that leads to neutral pH values

and prevents the formation of yellow
stains even when textiles are stored
in damp conditions.
Lizer na Active G reen –
Detergent booster with high
content of water hardness-binding
substances and is suitable for
washing machines without a
water softening system. This is a
non-foaming product and is suitable
for use in steam-heated washing
machines and continuous batch
washers.
Querengäβer explains “To
achieve EU Ecolabel certification
the products go through thorough
testing to show not only the
sustainability and biodegradability
of the raw materials, but their
ef fe ct ive ne ss eve n at low
temperatures and low dosages.
All necessary documentation is
submitted as evidence of this.
“In addition to this certification,
Büfa have voluntarily developed
the products to be completely free
of phosphorus and any chemical
element containing phosphorus
showing our commitment to
preventing accumulation in the
ecosystem.”
Here, say TCS and Büfa, are
some of the advantages of the
Ozerna Eco System:
• No environmentally harmful
substances. EU Ecolabel-certified

and meet strict requirements with
regard to the biodegradability of
surfactants and their entry into
wastewater.
• Palm oil produced from
sustainable sources. No rainforests
have been affected in any way in
the production of these products.
• Recyclable materials are used
and help to reduce the amount
of plastics and waste produced
and the product meets the strict
requirements that the certification
places on the ratio of packaging
used to washing dosage provided.
• No unnecessary water or
energy consumption - detergents
and cleaning agents are effective
at low temperatures and at low
dosages.
• No over dosage - smart and
precise dosage instructions helps
to ensure that there is no waste of
material.
Bousie adds: “We are very
excited to be bringing this new
system to the UK market. We are
receiving regular enquires about
products which are more ethically
sourced and environmentally
friendly.
“Our long relationship with
Büfa and their extensive testing
and certification gives us complete
confidence that the quality of the
product is second to none.”

Ozerna Bright Green – an alkaline all-purpose detergent from
Büfa available from TCS
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Kreussler’s breakthrough Cinta Sept fights bacteria,
yeasts and enveloped viruses like coronavirus SARSCoV-2 and its mutants in drycleaning
The thorny subject of disinfection
in drycleaning has turned a corner
with Kreussler’s launch of the
disinfecting solvent additive
Cinta Sept to fight bacteria,
yeasts and enveloped viruses
like coronavirus SARS-CoV-2
and its mutants.
Cinta Sept is easily usable in
the leading solvents in distilling
cleaning machines: SolvonK4,
perchloroethylene, hydrocarbons,
intense® and SenseneTM.
“It shows proven limited
virucidal activity, meaning that
it deactivates enveloped viruses
like coronavirus SARS-CoV-2
and its mutants if properly used,
said Thomas Zeck, Kreussler’s
commercial director. “By adding
Cinta Sept, textiles can be freed
from enveloped viruses, bacteria
and yeasts quickly and gently,
protecting fibres and colours.”
Zeck adds: “Since there are no
standards or specifications in the
area of disinfection in solvents to
date, three of the leading solution
providers – Kreussler Textile
Care, Büfa and Seitz – decided
to jointly develop an additive
with antimicrobial effectiveness,
supported by industry associations
and machine manufacturers.
“Its effectiveness was proven in
different tests by an independent
testing institute according to
several DIN standards (the
German institute for technical
standardisation).”
Based on the final formulation,
each company developed its own
product. Cinta Sept was initially
launched in Germany with other
countries following soon.
Since its launch Cinta Sept has
been notified as a biocide in the UK
and has received an “excellent”
dermatest certification.
Kreussler is, of course, well known
for offering solutions that combine
sustainability, cost-efficiency

and cleaning power:
Lanadol for wetcleaning
and SYSTEMK4 for
drycleaners.
Kreussler, a German
family business
established in 1912,
invented the original
wetcleaning product
using 100 per cent
water as solvent
as early as 1991.
Using biodegradable
cleaning agents, it is
Look out for Kreussler
the ideal solution for
’s Cinta Sept
customers demanding
the ultimate level of
sustainability.
“The Lanadol system is the only ClipK4, and the proofing spray
wetcleaning that enables skipping VinoyK4 complete the package,
the pre-brushing step for up to 95 while other Kreussler solutions
per cent of textiles, and it offers cover special requirements like,
a return of most of the cleaned for example, leather finishing,”
garments in less than an hour. said Zeck.
As the remaining few extremely Due to SolvonK4’s ultra purity,
sensitive textiles can be cleaned it shows long-term stability even
as well with a supreme level of after many cleaning cycles,
care and fibre protection, Lanadol therefore being extremely costwetcleaning covers all cleaning efficient – in contrast to modified
hydrocarbon solvents which
needs,” said Zeck.
“A simple system with only two cannot be as easily separated
processes and a small product from water, showing a far higher
portfolio minimises the need solvent loss. More than 1,200
for special expertise, making successful installations worldwide
life easier for the staff and support Kreussler’s claims as
avoiding potential damage due to providing a new standard in
to unintentional misuse, while sustainable drycleaning.
acknowledging the fact that not K reussler also offers two
all fabrics can be treated in exactly product ranges to remove the
the same way.”
stains challenging the drycleaner
Simplicity is an important part and laundry. The six multiof SystemK4, too: with just four talented members of the Deprit
products perfectly in tune with Professional set can be used for
pre- as well as for post - spotting,
each other.
“The super-pure, halogen-free with water and solvents. The three
organic solvent SolvonK4 often Prenett products are suitable for
cleans even better than perc, pre-spotting with any type of
while having a far superior solvent.
environmental profile. The To ensure the perfect dosage of
pre-brushing agent PrenettK4, the highly concentrated products,
containing neither fragrance nor Kreussler also builds its very own
VOC, the drycleaning detergent dosing systems.
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Continued on Page 8 >>>

AGS
Over the past year we have been
made to take stock of our lives and
our businesses, says AGS director
Mary Simons.
“Some people have found this
dreadful hiatus to be good thinking
time to what direction they want
their life to take. Some people have
found that their business is on the
brink of collapse. Some people
will rise above all this madness
and some people will not.
“In some cases, we are very
lucky to be in the industry we are
in as due to the fact it is essential,
we have been able to remain (to a
degree) open.
“During Covid we noticed
that sales of AGS detergents rose
in care, nursing and residential
homes.”
As a company that offers many
things to the laundry, drycleaning
and launderette sector, AGS knew
that they never wanted to supply
any dr ycleaning chemicals.
“We wanted to veer towards the
wetcleaning sector which we know
is more profitable and so much
greener with no carcinogenic
substances,” said Simons.
“We have noticed and been
contacted by many companies
who, due to the Covid situation
have decided that their business
cannot survive offering one
service so many drycleaners are
looking at doing wetcleaning or
operating a small launderette
within their premises or just

AGS offers a full wetcl
eaning range

However, don’t just listen
to us, says Simons. This is the
view of Forest Eco Cleaners of
Walthamstow, London:
“We have been using AGS
detergents for wetcleaning and
laundry services for over four
years now and to be frank we have
been so impressed by not only

the versatility of the detergents
but the fragrance and the lack of
pre-spotting that is required when
using them.
“Not only can we wetclean (in
Electrolux Professional lagoon®
machinery supplied and installed
by AGS) garments and bedlinen
but also suede, leather and other
items such as footwear and bags.
“From a financial perspective
AGS detergents are also cheaper
than rival brands and that for us
is a bonus.”

from the wash process is a true
innovation in safety. Significantly
minimising plant employees’
risk of exposure to caustic soda,
facilities no longer need to prepare
for hazardous bulk deliveries.
“This technology also reduces
or removes the need for sulphuric
acid in water treatment. Without
the high pH levels of traditional
washing, there is no need for harsh,
dangerous acids to be added to the
process,” said Hallett.
As an added layer of security,
WSI utilises an EPA-registered
sanitiser, PerTect™, designed
specifically for use in commercial
laundries on textiles.
“TRUpath™’s abilit y to
produce verified, hygienically
clean textiles, provides further
peace of mind that your plant is

providing a safer product to your
customers.
“A smart choice for your plant
is also a smart choice for our
planet. The security that comes
from TRUpath™ brings you more
than the cleanest, safest products;
it brings you complete peace of
mind and clearly demonstrates
your commitment to corporate
social responsibility.
“Welcome to the future of
commercial laundry,” Hallett
concludes.
He summarises the benefits:
alkali-free washing; improved
quality; shorter wash formulas;
decreased water usage; increased
wash floor production; decreased
energy usage; longer lasting
textiles; meets hygienically clean
standards.

The complete laundry detergent range from AGS
general laundry work.
“At AGS we have been selling
and developing our detergents
for some time and now have an
extremely comprehensive range
which comprises of laundry
detergents and fabric conditioners
inclusive of a supplementary stain
remover, wetcleaning detergents
with a range of wetcleaning
spotters not forgetting an equine
detergent and re-proofer as well as
many ancillary products.”
All the detergents AGS supply
are concentrated so one of their 15
litre containers goes a long way.

Simons adds: “Perfume is a
very personal thing. The smell
that one person loves another
person absolutely detests! Some
people think the smell from the
container is the same smell that
the washed articles will smell of
and that is simply not the case. It
is quite amazing how smells can
be transformed once the liquid
reacts with articles. We offer four
different ranges of detergent and
supplementary fabric conditioner
within the same perfume range.
“All our detergents eliminate
bacteria even using a water

temperature of 30 degrees.
“All our whole detergent range
is as green as we can get it.
“Wetcleaning detergents
can be costly, however at AGS
we offer fantastic quality with
a considerably reduce price
when compa r i ng to ot her
manufacturers.”

WSI
“It is with great excitement that WSI
introduces a truly revolutionary
wash process with universal
application,” says the company’s
Peter Hallett.
“As trusted innovators in the
industry, WSI (Washing Systems
Ltd) has a decorated history of
introducing landmark industry
innovations with numerous
patents specific to the commercial
laundry space. With TRUpath™,
a patent-pending wash process,
WSI is significantly changing the
game,” says Hallett.
Washing f ree of al kali,
T RU p a t h™ p r e s e n t s a
breakthrough innovation in
cleaning quality and finish quality.
TRUpath™ produces hygienically
clean textiles while extending
textile life by over 25 per cent and
saving 30-60 hours of machine
time per week on average, says
WSI.
Hallett continues: “TRUpath
provides significant benefits to
the quality of goods you produce.
A gentler wash process removes
concerns of alkaline hydrolysis,
greatly extends useful life of
reflective garments, and produces
whiter whites and brighter brights.
“Furthermore,
the
patent-pending process, through
its innovative combination
of solutions, is proven to
dramatically reduce merchandise
costs for operators. TRUpath™
is a true innovation in cleaning
quality.
“Better for our planet and
your bottom line, TRUpath™
optimises the energy and water
consumption of each load,
yielding significant benefits to
each plant,” said Hallett.
Washing free of alkali, NPEs,
phosphates, and EDTAs, WSI has
introduced this technology to
optimise all operations in a plant
and the surrounding environment.
Its formula structure is proven
to significantly enhance plant
capacity while demonstrating up
to 30 per cent savings in utility
costs per load.
“The removal of alkali

Who fancies a cuddle and getting
back to normal?
Need a new approach to your
business? Let us help you:
Laundry/launderette machinery,
Wet cleaning, Installations, Detergents,
Water heaters, Water softeners
And much, much more…even a cuddle!
Refer to our ad on page 26
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A fresh look at chemicals and solvents
CHRISTEYNS – COLE & WILSON
Hygiene chemical specialist
Ch r istey ns has i nt roduced
innovative Encapsulated Fragrance
Delivery Technology that allows the
aroma from its softeners to remain
for an extended period of time.
It is widely known that perfumes
are typically volatile and tend to
be lost during processing at high
temperature or during use.

“This new technology is
designed in such a way that perfume
containing microcapsules have the
ability to adhere to the fibre and
break once the textile is handled,
providing sustained perfume
release. So on getting into bed with
fresh linen or wearing a garment,
the rubbing of the fibre releases
a fresh, long-lasting scent,” says

DOUBLE
THE FRAGRANCE

BISOFT PERLA

High-tech fabric softener
with dual perfume release

Superior softness
Long-lasting scent of citrus and

bergamot

Easy to dose

Christeyns Bisoft Perla offers double the fragrance
teyns.com • W www.christeyns.com
T +32 9 223 38 71 • E info@chris
182 • 9000 GENT • BELGIUM
CHRISTEYNS NV • Afrikalaan

Christeyns operations director
Justin Kerslake.
Christeyns has redesigned its
high-tech fabric softener Bisoft
Perla with this new technology,
introducing a new perfume and
improved formula that is easy to
dose and suitable for all types of
laundries.
But a fresh scent is not the only
reason for using a softener.
Kerslake said: “In a commercial
environment where laundries are
judged not only on their pricing
structure but on the final wash
outcome, it is crucial that linen
gets back to the end user in better
than pristine condition. Using the
right fabric softener can make all
the difference.
“In novatively engineered
product s, li ke t hose f rom
Christeyns, not only make the items
feel soft, they do much more.”
Protecting the life of the linen
is one of the aims in the main
wash process, hence the use of
a programme like Christeyns’
Cool Chemistry, but it is also
an important factor in using a
softener. Fibres become smooth
and protected thus reducing friction
in the wash process, preventing
bobbling. Softener also helps keep
linens bright, reducing abrasion and
helping to retain colour. This keeps
the linen looking good, allowing
prolonged usage.
Pressing linen, uniforms and
other items is much easier and
quicker with a good softener, with
less energy required in the pressing
process. Softener also reduces static

ECOLAB
When it comes to today’s laundry
solutions, there are several crucial
criteria, says Ecolab’s Heike Kropf.
“Cleanliness is key and the
pandemic has highlighted the
importance of sanitising not
only the laundry itself, but the
sur rounding areas to avoid
recontamination,” says the regional
marketing manager for textile care.
“Yet - since environmental
issues are increasingly clear - there
is a careful balance to be struck
between high levels of disinfection
and environmental sustainability.”
Beyond this, laundries especially those in hospitality
- are facing pressure to provide
the highest quality of fabric feel,
smell and appearance. Treatment

of colour and fabrics makes the
difference between a good washing
solution and a great one.
With all these factors in mind,
Ecolab have created a range of new
programmes - MultiCare PRO,
AdvaCare Solutions and SoftGuard
Delicate. All new Ecolab solutions
provide a thorough disinfecting
wash whilst leaving fabrics and
colours unchanged.
• SoftGuard Delicate, the
programme for delicate textiles,
also suitable for wetcleaning, is
formulated to provide two layers
of colour and shape protection.
This protects against everything
from colour bleeding to felting. It
has been proven in tests to cause
less garment shrinkage than

ECOLAB’S AdvaCare Ultimate offers the unmatched
disinfection at 40°C according to the latest Biocidal Product
Regulations (BPR) of EU
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comparable programmes on the
market.
• The MultiCare PRO hospitality
laundry programme also provides
two levels of action against stains.
It is formulated to be flexible in
pH according to the soil level and
it contains active ingredients that
boost detergency and bleaching
whilst offering a wash that is gentle
on fabrics. The improved rinsing
and neutralisation process reduces
salt content and keeps fabrics soft.
• The AdvaCare solutions are
formulated for the healthcare
industry so the balance between
intense disinfection and garment
protection is cr ucial. Since
whiteness is often key within
this sector, AdvaCare is perfectly
formulated to prevent colours
from transferring or bleeding. For
best-in-class whiteness, Ecolab
recommends AdvaCare Ultimate
which is also gentle on those crucial
garments.
All three of Ecolab’s solutions
offer D+ disinfection according
to the latest Biocidal Product
Regulations (BPR) of EU and
have been tested on different
types of pathogens. This means
that they have been proven to
remove everything from all types
of bacteria (full bactericidal claim)
to all types of viruses (full virucidal
claim).
Ecolab’s new solutions are
carefully formulated to maintain

cling by neutralising any negative
ions. This is especially valuable
with workwear items.
An encapsulated softener works
particularly well with items such as
towels and bathrobes, providing a
softer and fresher finish. Spa and
wellness facilities, luxury hotels
and B&Bs, can benefit from
providing customers with textiles
that hold an intense and long-lasting
fragrance.
This type of softener has
also been adapted for use with
special care fabrics to eliminate
unpleasant odours. Two new,
environmentally-friendly softeners
have recently been introduced by
Cole & Wilson, the delicate care
division of Christeyns.
R ichard Cole, managing
director of Cole & Wilson, said:
“A musty smell often emerges when
clothes, towels or bedlinen are being
stored while still damp, allowing
the formation of mould and mildew.
If storing items in plastic, this can
trap moisture, which also leads to
mould or mildew and an unpleasant
smell. Similarly, rooms, and their
contents, that have been closed up
for a while, devoid of fresh air can
have a musty smell. These two new
products will help combat these
issues, particlarly as we re-emerge
from lockdown.”
Pro-Fit Fusion, for use in
wetcleaning, features special
properties that capture and trap
mal-odours such as smoke, body
odours and damp, leaving a long
lasting tropical fragrance.
As well as clothing items,

Two new, environmentallyfriendly softeners have
recently been introduced by
Cole & Wilson, the delicate
care division of Christeyns
carpets, curtains and upholstery
can also benefit from Pro-Fit
Fusion, by eliminating lingering
odours from pets or smoke.
For use in drycleaning,
Sultra Aroma is an additive
t hat combat s si m i la r
unpleasant odours but on
textiles that can not be
washed using water and is
specifically aimed at the
hospitality industry where
a neutral, pleasant smelling
environment is crucial.
It allows textiles to be
thoroughly cleaned and
odour-causing molecules to
be eliminated and replaced
with a fresh perfume and
a softer touch. It can be
used in perchloroethylene,
hydrocarbon and HiGlo
solvents.
A s we move i nt o
summer and the opening
up of hospitality, it’s a great

time to bring the freshness of the
outdoors inside. Encapsulated
softeners can provide just that bit
more of an extra special welcome.

laundry solutions, you will see the
EU Ecolabel. This is a worldwide
s y mb ol of e nv i r o n m e nt a l
excellence, an indication that a
product meets high standards of
protection.”
Ecolab’s MultiCare PRO and
AdvaCare programmes also
facilitate increased sustainability
by allowing laundries to use less
water and energy to achieve a great
wash. The lower COD (chemical
oxygen demand) due to carefully
selected surfactant mix in the main
detergents of both programmes
allow for a decreased carbon
footprint and the reduced alkalinity
of the wash process also improves
wastewater profile.
In fact, Ecolab went one
step further in terms of the new

washing solutions’ environmental
friendliness. It completely removed
phosphor us from MultiCare
Emulsion, securing further ease
with wastewater management for
commercial laundries.
To answer the increased demand
for delicate textiles cleaning
solutions, Ecolab created SoftGuard
Delicate. This water-based solution,
which protects both delicate items
and the planet, is the perfect
alternative to different solvents
often used in drycleaning.
Ecolab work s alongside
laundries to find their perfect
solution and to implement it in the
most sustainable way possible.
As a result, Ecolab’s new laundry
solutions are ideal now and into
the future.

Christeyns Bisoft Perla

Ecolab’s MultiCare PRO
hospitality laundry programme
also provides two levels of
action against stains

the right balance of active
ingredients necessary for effective
contamination control. This
protects textiles and the machine
from recontamination - a crucial
part of any thorough disinfection
process.
“We have been proud to play
our part in the fight against Covid,
providing highly disinfectant
solutions to hospitality venues,
hospitals and more. As we hopefully
head into a post-pandemic future,
our solutions will continue
to provide cor porations and
individuals with effective cleaning
processes and peace of mind.”
said Carmen Cardenal Pac, R&D
programme lead at Textile Care
Europe.
“If you look at any of our

News

TSA launches scheme for recycling
textiles used in the hospitality industry
30 million textile pieces wasted
each year: “The time is right for
innovative solutions,” says TSA
CEO.
T h e Te x t i l e S e r v i c e s
Association (TSA) is calling
for the hospitality, catering and
healthcare industries to work
with them in order to improve
the recycling of textiles. Every
year over 30 million textile items,
including sheets, duvet covers,
pillowcases and towels, are thrown
away. This equates to over 2,000
tonnes. The majority of these will
end up in landfill or incinerated.
Meanwhile the cloth that actually
does get reused often only gets one
additional use cycle, as rags in sites
such as garages, before also being
disposed of.
Text ile waste f rom t he
hospitality industry is ideal for
recycling, as it is predominantly
made of natural fibres, and white
- so it’s easy to recolour. The TSA
has set up a project to research
potential recycling solutions for
the industry. It has teamed up with
Swedish company Södra, which
has pioneered a method that takes
textile and re-engineers it into a
pulp that can be used to spin cotton
fibre yarns. A test shipment was
recently sent to them to determine
how suitable it will be for use in
the UK.
Members of the TSA are well
positioned to facilitate the recycling
of textiles. Over 90 per cent of
hotels in the UK are serviced by
TSA members, which will enable
them to easily handle the logistics
of the proposed recycling scheme.
“We want to be part of the solution,”
says David Stevens, CEO of the
TSA. “So far our members have
been very enthusiastic about the
potential for them to help industries
reducing waste and improving
sustainability.”
The TSA is also in talks with
UK Hospitality about the possibility
of including staff uniforms in
the scheme, which account for
an additional four million items
annually. Recycling uniforms is
more complex as they often use
a mix of different materials and
accessories that require separation
first. Going forward, designing
uniforms for recycling is one of the
solutions being discussed.
“We are delighted to be working
with the TSA on their recycling
project and it compliments
perfectly our current campaign
of Net Zero Carbon by 2030,” says
Kate Nicholls OBE, chief executive
of UK Hospitality.
Stevens adds, “It’s a win-win
for the environment as landfill
use and incineration is reduced

alongside less need for new cotton.
It’s estimated that 20,000 litres of
water are required for every kilo
of cotton grown, not forgetting the

risks of fertiliser run-off. Anything
that reduces the impact this crop
has must be good.”
With more companies and

business sectors looking for
innovative ways to reduce their
environmental impact Stevens feels
the time is right to consider bold and

innovative solutions to the larger
issues they face. “We welcome
all the feedback we’re getting and
call on more stakeholders to come

forward to discuss the individual
needs of their businesses in order
to make this scheme a success,”
he says.

RELY ON ECOLAB’S

LAUNDRY PROTECTION PROGRAM!

Find out more:

PROTEX360° provides integrated solutions to help ensure safe and efficient
execution of the laundry operation and reopening after the COVID-19 pandemic
and beyond.
www.ecolab.com

ECOLAB LTD PO Box 11, Winnington Avenue Northwich Cheshire, CW8 4DX. UK: 02920 852 000 | ROI: 1800 210 207
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Boilers Update

Boiling point
Every laundry will have a
boiler at its core to provide
heated water and steam.
But like most things in life,
what works quite happily
in the background can become taken
for granted and is only missed when
it has failed. And this is a problem since a failed boiler leads directly to
downtime and a loss of business; and
it’s compounded when maintenance
schedules slip.
In this month’s issue, Adam
Bernstein examines the products,
services, features and legal issues
that can make a laundry sink or swim

Twin Industries
International

J

ulie Nicholson, managing
director of Twin Industries
International, is well aware
that when laundries are looking
for a hot water or steam boiler,
whether they need new or
reconditioned, or whether it’s
a considered purchase or an
emergency replacement, they
want a choice.
But this can involve a number of
phone calls to different companies.
However, in Nicholson’s view,
it needn’t. She reckons that “all
that is required is one call or an
email to her company, international
boiler brokers, Twin Industries
International “who, being totally
independent and with 40 years
in the business and extensive
UK and overseas contacts with
boiler manufacturers and suppliers
of reconditioned boilers, can
arrange for appropriate new
or reconditioned boilers to be
quoted direct to the customer by
the supplier.”
But where a reconditioned boiler
is required, Nicholson says that
laundries can visit Twin Industries
International’s website, “where
over 300 available reconditioned
and second-hand steam and hot
water boilers, along with thermal
fluid heaters, are listed.”
Importantly, when buying a
reconditioned steam boiler, she
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says that it is key that it has a
current non-destructive testing and
insurance certificates which the
buyer can ask a seller to provide.
Being completely independent
the company is, says Nicholson,
therefore, “able to provide totally
unbiased information” on all
industrial boilers, whether steam,
hot water, thermal fluid or CHP
units.
Nicholson adds that Twin
Industries International “does its
utmost to ensure that potential
customers end up with the very best
option for their business and makes
no charge for this service.” Instead,
she says that the company relies on
a small introductory commission
from the successful supplier.
Procedurally, buyers are told by
Twin Industries International who
will be quoting. And if quotes are
not received within a reasonable
period, buyers just need to call
Twin Industries International who
will do the chasing to get the result.
Interestingly, Nicholson says
that Twin Industries International
has covered a wide range of
products - from a small desk-top
electric boiler for laboratory use,
right through to boilers firing
on rice husks for a small power
station in the Far East, and gas and
steam turbines. In other words, the
company can handle any request.

Fulton

F

ulton’s aftercare and
business development
manager, Jeff Byrne, starts
by talking about technical boiler
house risk assessments, from
their legalities to the potential
savings that can be achieved.
He strongly advises that all
laundries with a steam boiler
“have a technical risk assessment
in place for its boilers and boiler
house.” And he says this because
“it is required by law under the
Management of Health & Safety
at Work Regulations 1999 and
is necessary to comply with the
requirements of the CEA and
SAFed’s documents BG01, HSE
INDG 436 and HSE INDG 417
Rev1, under which steam, or hot
water plant, should be operated.”
Beyond the legalities of the
matter, Byrne cautions that a
faulty steam boiler brings with
it the risk of a steam explosion:
“With significant stored energy,
failure of steam - or pressurised
hot water boiler plant - can produce
a similar level of destruction
and/or devastation as a bomb,
potentially causing catastrophic
damage, serious injury and
possibly multiple fatalities.” He
points out that with around 100
pressure vessel failures and at
least one fatality per year in the
UK, according to the HSE, “the
importance of a technical boiler
house risk assessment (TBHRA)
cannot be overstated.”
In his view, a TBHRA is
therefore essential for owners,
operators and managers “to ensure
that staff are aware of the risks
and their responsibilities for the

Fulton say that
technical boiler house
risk assessments are
essential to highlight
hazards and areas of
potential risk

A typical skid-mounted
boiler house installation
featuring three Fulton
VSRT steam boilers
safe operation and management
of industrial steam and hot water
boiler plant.” He reckons, from
experience, that it is also likely to
be the first thing a HSE inspector
would ask to see in the event of
an inspection.
All of this makes a TBHRA “a
vital link in the safety chain” in
the process of identifying risk and
developing measures to mitigate
against those risks, “thus,” as
Byrne says, “ensuring the safety of
all involved with the plant.” As he
reiterates, “non-compliance with
the law can result in substantial
fines and the likelihood of a
custodial sentence in the event
of serious injury or a fatality.”
So, with the landscape set
out, how does Fulton approach
TBHRAs? In answer, Byrne
says that Fulton’s method with
the TBHRA “is to take a very
collaborative approach with clients
and use only experienced steam
boiler and steam system engineers
with over 60 years’ knowledge of
not just steam boilers, but steam,
water and condensate systems.”
As he describes the process,
the “highly-experienced team”
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will scrutinise and photograph
every area of risk and will produce
a full report proposing and
prioritising mitigation measures.
This will give owners, operators
and managers reassurance “that
their plant may be operated safely
and that all relevant guidance and
legislation is supported once any
identified hazards are rectified.”
As to what a typical TBHRA
finds, Byrne notes that unlike a
vehicle MOT, a TBHRA does not
pass or fail a steam system, but
instead highlights hazards and the
potential risk and then proposes
measures to rectify any issues.
He refers to INDG 436 which
says that “a risk assessment
does not need to include
excessive detail”. That said,
in his experience, issues that
are found often include many
potential points of failure such
as - boiler specification, location,
operation and condition, poor
record keeping, lack of suitable/
relevant training or trained
operator absence cover, shortage
of plant drawings and manuals,
cont rol system reliabilit y,
ventilation issues, poor/no suitable

operational procedures, and water
quality issues to name but a few.
Once Fulton’s assessment is
completed and delivered, Byrne
says that there is no commitment
by the customer to involve the
company in any post-assessment
remedial works. But he says that
“the document will highlight areas
of a steam system that requires
attention and will prioritise the
risk they pose from high priority
(red) to lower priority (green).”
He adds that Fulton’s assessment
must also be made available to the
boiler operator and, in the event
of the sale of equipment, the new
owner or operator.
Another point worth noting
by Byrne is that a TBHRA “is
a live document that should be
updated on an ongoing basis when
any changes or modifications
affecting the operation of a
boiler occurs.” This, he says,
can include personnel changes,
additional training, physical
changes including boiler and
burner upgrades, legislation
amendments and so on.
In a note of comfort, Byrne
says that Fulton can offer support
to a customer once the TBHRA has
been completed, or during or after
the annual review; this support can
be provided onsite or via telephone
or video conference assistance
once the review is completed.
In summary, Byrne reckons
that a TBHRA “offers excellent
value for money because it not
only highlights areas of potential
risk for owners, operators and
managers, but can also identify
where enhancements to the steam
system could lead to improved
energy efficiency.” Consider,
that the cost to replace an old,
inefficient or dangerous burner
could easily be offset within a few
years by the fuel savings achieved
through the upgrade. Add in the
legal risks of non-compliance and
it’s a ‘no-brainer’.
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AGS

M

ary Simons, director at
AGS, has noticed that
over the past year her
company has supplied and
installed more water heaters
than before. And she wonders if
this could this be Covid related?
As she says, “we honestly do not
know…”
But one thing is certain she
says, “boilers, or water heaters
as we prefer to call them, are the
unspoken hero of the majority
of our sites as without them it is
extremely difficult to operate.”

Monarch Launderette in
Maidstone recently had a
new ATI water heater fitted
by AGS

However, with that thought in mind
she finds it utterly amazing that a
high proportion of owners just “do
not look after their boilers, only
paying attention when it is too
late.” In her view, the adage, ‘if
it ain’t broken don’t fix it’ really
does not make any sense when it
comes to boilers.
For AGS, it does appear that the
industry is in love with gas water
heaters. But Simons warns that
she’s found that “a lot of insurance
companies are now asking to see
service details as well as Gas Safe
certification every year.” This
means, in practical terms at least,
that if a laundry has to make an
insurance claim and either have not
supplied the certificate, or worse,
cannot supply it, then there is a
high probability that the laundry
will find its insurance voided. As
Simons notes, “it is all well and
good paying insurance premiums
annually, however you must ensure
that you have covered and adhered
to all of the policy stipulations
otherwise you are just throwing
money down the drain - forgive
the pun.”
With regard to the products that
AGS supplies, Simons says that the
company is “constantly looking
for manufacturers and models
that would suit our application

ATI TX Range: AGS says that ATI has been
manufacturing water heaters for more than
40 years
types.” That aside, she strongly
suggests “that all water heaters
have a bypass fitted just in case,
for whatever reason, you need to
isolate your water heater. This
means apart from the isolation,
you can still run the business using
cold water temporarily should you
have a breakdown.”
For her, there is only one way
to minimise the chance of a failure
– and that is to “frequently have a
look at your water heater, checking
that there are no leaks and knowing
what the readings should be on
any apparent gauges - and even
checking that you are dispensing
hot water.” Sounds obvious but

makes ATI a contender to supply
their next boiler. For Simons, the
reason is obvious – it has a history
that stretches back over 40 years:
“The company manufactures each
water heater within its own factory
and is,” says Simons, “continually
developing its products to give the
end user the best product possible.”
So, if purchasing a new water
heater, the advice from Simons
before signing on the dotted line
is that “you need to know how
many pieces of equipment you
operate and how much water they
use, remembering that old washers
need more water and new washers
do not.” Her other recommendation

is to never replace like for like,
especially “if the laundry has
installed new machinery, changed
its machinery or the overall amount
of machinery.”
Of course, problems will
arise and where failures occur,
Simons calms by saying that “as
a company, we always prioritise
customers with water heater
problems as beyond gas, water and
electricity, they are the life blood of
our industry.” It also helps to know
that “AGS keeps a sizeable number
of water heaters in stock, so our
customers have no waiting time.”
But there’s another benefit to
replacing older equipment says
Simons: “Old boilers normally
need a hot water cylinder, however
ours combine the two and create
more space - every launderette,
drycleaner and laundry need as
much space as they can get.”
To illustrate what AGS can
do, Simons points to Monarch
Lau nderet te in Maidstone.
It recently had a new ATI
water heater fitted by AGS.
“Unfortunately,” says Simons,
“their original, old water heater
had sprung a serious leak and
needed to be replaced as soon as
possible. We came to the rescue
and the site is now back up and
running with plenty of hot water.”

Acaster claims, “our gas fired boiler
systems are available with flue
energy recovery systems and are
currently the most carbon reducing
commercial gas fired systems on
the market, reducing both fuel costs
and carbon emissions increasing
the gas boiler system efficiency
to 97 per cent.”

On an allied tangent, Acaster
says that Blades understands “at
the present time, it is impractical to
rely on locally produced renewable
energy to supply hot water for a
commercial building where a
continuous supply of hot water
is required to enable the building
to function.” This means that a
continuous form of energy from
the national grid is required, gas
or electricity, to ensure a reliable
supply of hot water is always
available. However, as a solution,
Blades has, says Acaster, developed
hybrid systems which allows the
integration of renewable systems
with a gas boiler. This means that
“when there is renewable energy
available it supplements the energy
input to the gas boiler, saving on
both fuel and carbon emissions…
in this way we are moving towards
a greener environment without
comprom isi ng t he lau nd r y
operation.”
As for the future of boilers
from Blades, Acaster says that the
company is carrying out research
into how best to reclaim waste
energy from laundry equipment
and use it to pre-heat the hot water
system.

ATI SX Range: ATI water heaters from AGS offer
low emissions and noise

these little checks can save the day
and warn of an impending failure.
As for products she
recommends, AGS are, says
Simons, agents for ATI water
he at e r s “ wh ich h ave low
emissions and noise, are of good
quality, are reliable and finally
are competitively priced.” She
recognises that water heaters
are not cheap, but “you need to
remember that these are in many
cases used seven days a week for
many hours a day.” The range AGS
offers vary in sizes within the SX
and TX range, depending on the
kind of flue that is required.
Laundries may wonder what

Blades Low Carbon Systems

A

drian Acaster, managing
director at Blades Low
Carbon Systems, explains
that his company has been
designing, manufacturing and
suppling bespoke hot and coldwater delivery systems to
laundries for the past 10 years.
As he says, “our bespoke

New 70kW Hot Water Only
Server Mk2: Blades Low
Carbon Systems’ 30/200
comes with flue heat
recovery

laundry systems are designed to
ensure that modern commercial
washer-extractors operate at their
optimum service levels to allow
maximum returns to be achieved.”
And to do this he says that “it
is essential that hot and cold-water
supplies meet the required
delivery standard in both quantity
and temperature. Poor hot and
cold-water delivery can seriously
affect the production efficiency
of the washer-extractors and
consequently the profitability of
the company.” With this in mind,
Acaster thinks that most laundries
may be underperforming without
even knowing it which is why he
says that “at Blades we analyse
requirements based on the machine
specification and usage pattern,
and with this data we can select the
correct hot and cold-water system
from our range of products.” To
this he adds that “our water heaters
can be used with either LPG or
natural gas and is an ideal economic
replacement for the traditional
electric systems.”
In terms of his current product
range, Acaster says that Blades
water heaters can be supplied with
30kW to 230kW twin or single gas

fired boilers, in conjunction with
100 litre to 500 litre hot water
storage cylinders giving a range
of model combinations to suit each
site. All models can be supplied
with space heating connections
if required.
Acaster takes a moment to
summarise the benefits of Blades
water heaters. And in his view, there
are many:
His boilers come with 10-year
warranty and are ERP compliant;
stainless steel cylinders are used and
come with a lifetime replacement
warranty; the company uses a
standardised modular design that is
pre-configured, factory assembled
and tested prior to delivery
to site to reduce installation,
commissioning, downtime and
replacement costs; they use a
freestanding self-supporting rigid
frame format that allows units to
be easily integrated into existing
plant rooms; frames come with
a mobility wheel and adjustable
levelling feet as standard; and a
lease option is available to make
units more affordable.
Reducing carbon emissions is
something that Acaster says that
Blades understands: “The issues

60kW Twin 500L Cylinder: Blades
Low Carbon Systems 230/500
comes with flue heat recovery
surrounding climate change have
always been in the forefront of our
minds; we try to provide heating and
hot water equipment which reduces
carbon emissions but at the same
time, appreciate the commercial
considerations of maintaining
a viable business and service
level.” The net effect of this is, as
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The Laundry
& Drycleaning
Awards 2021
Thursday 4 November 2021

Mercedes-Benz World in Surrey

Let’s get nominating!
Time to get thinking and look
around at the people, the businesses
and the innovations in the industry
– who stands out from the crowd,
who is making a difference, who

are the gamechangers, who do you
believe should be considered for
an award?
Nominations for all categories
are now open – including two

brand new categories. You can
put forward either yourself, or an
individual, a product, service or
business that you think deserves
to be recognised for what they do.

How to enter or nominate
Deadline for completed
nomination packs: 31
July 2021
It’s simple to nominate. You
can either enter for yourself or
nominate an individual or company.
Categories marked with * can only
be made by a third party.
As the first step just visit
w w w.megeve nt s.co.u k a nd
click on the LADAs page and
complete some basic information
to nominate a person or business
for a category.
A nomination pack will then
be sent out to complete your
submission. The closing date for

completed nomination packs is 31
July 2021. Full details will be in
your pack.

Judging criteria and
eligibility
Individual criteria differs by
category, but the judges consistently
report back that the emphasis is on
the overall quality of the entry, the
merits of the claims and supporting
evidence, as well as the quality of
the entry’s narrative itself.
Where there is particular
eligibility criteria or additional
information required, we will
send you details of the information
we require upon receipt of the

Our sponsors…

nomination or by 31 July 2021.
Please note that there is a
strict word count for the category
information and entries that
exceed this word count will be
automatically discounted.

The LADAs Lifetime
Achievement Award
This very special award is not a
nominated category. The judges
will select a winner and this will
be revealed on the evening of
the awards ceremony. If there is
someone in the industry that you
believe should be considered, then
please contact the team at MEG
Events directly.

The categories for
the LADAs 2021 are:
• Best New Product
• Best Newcomer
• Drycleaner/
Wetcleaner of the
Year
• Green/Sustainability
Award
• Laundry Manager
(new for 2021)

• Responsible Business
Award

Our judging panel is made up
of true industry experts who
each devote a huge amount of
time and effort to carefully
deliberate over the full detail
of every entry. Our thanks to …

• SME Laundry of the
Year
• Training & Education
in the Workplace
• Trainee/Apprentice
(TSA)*
• Commercial Laundry

• Unsung Hero*
• Counter Customer
Service Advisor (new
• Digital/Tech Award
for 2021)
• Lifetime Achievement
• Most Innovative
Award – to be judged
Company
and selected by our
judging panel
• Machinery
Distributor of the
*by third party nomination only
Year

We’re delighted to have the following sponsors on board.
Without their support the LADAs simply can’t happen. Our thanks to …

HEADLINE SPONSOR

Our judges...

Ken Cupitt

Chairman of Council &
Examination Board for
the Guild of Cleaners and
Launderers

Ron Davidson

Laundry Consultant, TSA
and WCL

Sponsorship
packages
available for
the LADAs
2021
Sponsorship packages still
available. If you’d like to use this
opportunity to raise your profile
and get your business in front of
key industry decision makers,
then get in touch with
MEG Events to find out more.

Simon Fordham

Retired, Senior Field
Manager for Morrisons Dry
Cleaners

John Shonfeld

Past Master Worshipful
Company of Launderers

info@megevents.co.uk | megevents.co.uk | Tel: 0118 901 4471
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Hygienically Clean: TSA and UKHospitality
campaign to help hospitality re-open safely
As the hospitality industry comes
to terms with the latest advice
on hygiene and Covid, the TSA
(Textile Service Association)
has updated its Hygienically
Clean Linen campaign. The
TSA represents commercial
laundries serving hospitality
and the campaign is being run in
association with UKHospitality.
The two associations have
established joint guidelines
designed to help hotels, restaurants
and other sites that use a laundry
service, or have an onsite laundry,
to understand the latest advice and
regulations.
The campaign also includes
marketing materials that will help
operators allay any concerns that
their guests and customers may
have concerning the hygiene of
textiles such as bed linen and
towels.
A key addition to the campaign
resources is related to research
undertaken by De Montfort
University (DMU), and supported
by TSA, which looked into Covid’s
survival rates on textiles and how
the laundry process affected them.
It found that Covid can survive on
cotton for up to 12 hours and on
polyester for up to 72 hours. The

The TSA has recently updated their Hygienically Clean
Linen campaign, including this brochure ‘Your laundry, safe
in our hands’
good news is that Covid is killed
in all washing processes above
40°C with agitation and detergent.
However, a key consideration has
to be cross contamination - it’s
essential that dirty and clean linens
are segregated effectively, to avoid
any possible infection transfer.
“TSA safet y g uideli nes
manage cross-contamination,
and all commercial laundries
will segregate soiled and clean
linen,” says David Stevens,
CEO of the TSA. “If you are
operating an onsite laundry it is
essential to set up segregation and
cross-contamination procedures.
“Soiled to clean contamination

is the highest risk area - it’s where
critical control points are vital.”
Key to the successful reopening
of the hospitality sector is making
customers feel safe and secure.
That’s why the Hygienically
Clean campaign includes the Rest
Assured Scheme, which includes
marketing material that TSA
laundries can give to hospitality
operators to display, verifying that
their linens and towels have been
hygienically processed. There are
different versions of the literature
for different sectors, such as hotels,
restaurants and leisure facilities.
“We want to help the hospitality
industry re-open and understand

Face masks: Choose
reusable, choose
the environment
The reopening of UK indoor
hospit alit y i ndust r y was
welcomed news but there are
still restrictions in place to help
keep staff and customers safe.
Everyone is being encouraged to
remain wearing face coverings
in enclosed public spaces.
Vision Linens is urging
businesses to reconsider their
choice of face masks to keep
staff protected. Their reusable
triple layer face masks with
antimicrobial technology offer
protection, great value and an
eco-alternative to disposable
face masks.
Disposable face masks
are causing an enormous and
avoidable plastic waste being
found washed up on beaches,
littering streets and causing
harm to wildlife. Just this
week, it has been reported that
researchers are now warning that
disposable face masks could be
releasing chemical pollutants
and nano-plastics into the
environment.
Prior to the pandemic, the
hospitality industry had been
making huge strides in making
sustainable choices, where
reducing the use of plastic came
high on the agenda.
The pandemic however, has
caused a major setback to this.
It’s never been more important
to take steps to protect ourselves,
and reusable face masks are a
great way to also help protect the
environment and to start tackling
the use of plastic once again.

some guests may have been
worried about the hygiene of the
bedroom linens and towelling,”
says Stevens. “The Hygienically
Clean campaign underlines and
explains the research and the

procedures we have implemented.
In simple terms, the key message to
consumers is, “It’s safe to go and
enjoy the hospitality services we
have all missed for so long. You
can sleep well!”

T he Hygienically Clean
guidance and documents are
available for TSA members
to download from the Covid
Re sou rce s se ct ion of t he
TSA website.

New disinfectant brand
offers up to 24-hour bacteria
protection for your business
Microban 24 Professional is the
new disinfectant brand from P&G
Professional, the away-from-home
division of Procter & Gamble, which
offers unrivalled protection against
bacteria. The new brand keeps killing
99.9 per cent of bacteria for up to
24 hours, after multiple touches and
also initially kills enveloped viruses
including SARS-CoV-2 and flu virus.
As hotels and restaurants reopen
their doors to welcome guests back,
stopping the spread of viruses and
bacteria through touch is a priority for
businesses. Microban 24 Professional’s
disinfecting products are designed to
help businesses prepare for and maintain
powerful bacteria protection that lives
on, letting hospitality venues focus

on keeping their returning customers
happy and safe.
UK and Ireland country sales lead,
Greg Elmore at P&G Professional,
said: “Everyday touches are a normal
and unavoidable part of daily life,
especially in the hospitality industry
– from opening doors, to emptying
the bins, each of these touches could
spread viruses and bacteria around an
establishment.
“At a time when we are more aware
of the viruses and bacteria around
us than ever before, the hospitality
industry is looking for cleaning and
disinfecting products that they can rely
on and Microban 24 offers exactly that,
delivering powerful bacteria protection
that lives on.”

Drycleaning and Laundry Sales and Installation
•Sales
•Spare parts
•Service
•Delivery and installation
Full range of machinery and parts in stock:
Hoﬀman New Yorker, Battistella, Fagor, Italclean
Each durable three-ply face
mask is made from soft cotton
combined with a polyester that
is enhanced with silver-infused
antimicrobial fibres that inhibits
the growth of odour-causing
bacteria. They’re fully washable

and reusable, making them
perfect for ever yday use.
Available in a range of colours
and sizes, Vision Linens dispatch
all face masks within two
working days to get them to you
as a priority.

Contact:
T: 01277 810096
M: 07971833096
W: www.ims-unitsteam.co.uk
Arrange a visit to our showroom
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Company Update

Laundry
Engineering
Services
L

ES was established in 2016 by
John Haden who has worked
in the laundry engineering
field for the past 12 years. John
has a wealth of experience in the
laundry industry throughout the
UK and has also experienced the
life of a laundry engineer in France
and Italy during this time. John’s
father, Paul, joined the business
in 2019 having held senior
positions in various industries
before joining the laundry
industry in 2007 as a launderer
and subsequently as the MD of
a linen supplier. The combined
experience of John and Paul has
seen the business develop into
a specialist commercial and
industrial laundry engineering
services company. The company
has a portfolio of customers
throughout the UK and Ireland
as well as an internationally.

LES are based in Lancashire and cover the UK, Ireland and
Europe. They work closely with industrial and commercial
laundries to maintain, improve and help get them back
online when an issue arises. Their experience spans a vast
array of machinery within the industry.
With all that the past 12 months
have brought to the industry,
Laundry Engineering Services
has taken the opportunity to be
bold and progressive in making
significant investment in their
facilities, their team, and their
long-term plans. This has included
a move to larger premises in
Lancashire and the employment of
additional field and base engineers
who bring with them their

Significant investment and
prudent planning have contributed
to the creation of a fully equipped
engineering base that now
affords LES the ability to offer an
in-house one stop solution for all
their customers’ needs

experience and expertise. They
plan now to develop their team
further over the coming months.
They have also created an in-house
support infrastructure providing
a multi-functional engineering
workshop and increased availability
of off-the-shelf spares.
In terms of major projects,
the second half of 2020 and the
first quarter of 2021 has seen LES
develop their portfolio of services
to include project management,
specif ically relating to the
reorganisation and optimisation of
laundry footprints and in assisting
in the extraction, transportation and
relocation of laundry equipment
LES has a customer commitment
to offering a 24/7 service and are
focused on being able to respond in a
timely manner providing competent
engineers who are geographically
dispersed throughout the UK from
Scotland to the home counties. This
comprehensive nationwide support
network provides customers with

cover for absence, holidays, and
any requirement for short-term
assistance in managing the
engineering requirements of
individual laundries.
Since inception the company has
had a clear philosophy of continuing
to invest in its infrastructure and
team, and as a result has become
an established provider of laundry
engineering-related services.
Having seen a healthy increase
in turnover year on year since 2016
LES relocated in January this
year to larger 10,000 square foot
premises in Blackburn, Lancashire.
Significant investment and prudent
planning have contributed to
the creation of a fully equipped
engineering base that now affords
LES the ability to offer an in-house
one stop solution for all their
customers’ needs
The new facility which is
housed in what was originally
a textile mill has been planned,
designed, and organised to

Their own PPM software system and app provides instant
access for engineering teams at single and multiple sites
provide a comprehensive range
of engineering services. This
in turn facilitates the ability for
the in-house team to work on the
full range of commercial laundry
equipment from the smallest
to the largest. Facilities now
include dedicated work bays, a
fully operational fabrication and
welding area, dedicated finishing
bays and test bays. This is further
complimented by a comprehensive
range of off the shelf spares,
supported by a specialist sourcing
service.
In 2019 LES added 3D printing
to their list of services providing
bespoke parts that can be produced
in a timely fashion in response to
breakdowns and general wear and
tear.
Since moving to their new
location, the company has further
invested in expanding their own
capabilities particularly regarding
an industrial-standard shotblasting
and finishing facility. They are now
able to offer a complete refurbishing
and refinishing service which has
been in high demand in the early
months of this year. To further
complement the shotblasting
facility, a powder coating system

has been installed which means
the refurbishment process can be
managed in-house under the control
of the onsite management team.
The company’s portfolio also
includes their own PPM software
system. This was the brainchild of
John Haden who developed it in
2017 having identified the demand
for such a product to meet the needs
of laundry-based engineering
teams at single and multiple sites.
The system is now being utilised
throughout the UK and around the
world, as far afield as New Zealand.

LES’s PPM app
www.laundryppm.co.uk
LES was founded on the
premise of providing a professional,
proficient, and reliable on call
engineering support service.
This remains a key value for the
company and LES promote this
to all their customers particularly
the benefits of giving preventative
maintenance and regular servicing
the time and respect that it deserves.
LES have a consultative
approach to their customer
portfolio and in explaining and
creating the correct maintenance

2021 Significant investment, additional services and f

PLANNED PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE

NATIONWIDE
ENGINEERING COVER

BREAKDOWN SERVICING

W: www.laundryengineering.co.uk
T: 01254 457015
E: service@laundryengineering.co.uk
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Unit 3 Lever Works
Blackburn
BB2 4LY
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Services offered by LES

LES has made significant investment in larger premises
where they have created a fully equipped, one-stop solution

protocols for the individual
site that they are focusing on
at that time. This includes the
planning and implementation of
robust preventative maintenance
programmes.
The past 12 months has seen an
increase in the demand for advice
and guidance on the creation and
implementation of site-specific
PPM programmes. LES welcome
the opportunity to discuss this facet
of their business with any laundry
that has an interest in this topic.

Managed Engineering
Services

This is a fundamental core service that LES
provide. This can be in the form of acting as
the only engineer on site through to being part
of a larger shift team. We also offer a full
management service of leading and managing
engineering teams for laundries whilst there
are vacancies, holidays or at times when major
projects are underway. This support is attuned
to the individual laundries requirement from
covering occasional days through to planned
diarised cover throughout a calendar year or
short-term engineering support.
The engineers employed by LES are either
laundry experienced or have been employed
by laundry equipment manufacturers.
The team are all boiler trained and offer
specialisms from electrically qualified
engineers, electronics specialists, design
and manufacture engineers and Gas Safe
registered engineers who are qualified to
install, inspect and certify commercial
pipework.

LES have been engaged over the past months
by laundries requiring an ongoing engineering
support as their engineering function or as a
support to the onsite team. This has been a
real growth area for LES and has incorporated
engineering reviews, recommendations
and implementations on behalf of a range
of laundries.
This has also involved the familiarisation,
training and development of new recruits to
onsite engineering teams where LES have
acted as facilitators in inducting engineers
who have limited or no experience in the
commercial laundry sector.

Boiler Trained and
Gas Safe Registered
Engineers
In order to provide the requisite support and
services that are required for the commercial
laundry sector, all of the engineers at LES are
‘Boiler Trained’ and this is complimented by
also having ‘Gas Safe Certified Engineers’
LES continually invest into the training and
development of their team whether field based
or based at their Lancashire facility.

24/7 Availability
LES sponsor this car in the
British ST-XR Challenge

focusing on the long-term

ICING

On Site Engineering
Cover

GENERAL ENGINEERING

LES provide an emergency helpline that
is available 24/7 enabling us to respond as
quickly and effectively to the requirements
of our customers. This has been invaluable
in assisting laundries to resolve engineering
related issues at weekends and out of normal
working hours.

Project Management
An additional engineering service that LES
provide is of turnkey project management.
In many cases commercial laundries are
outsourcing the installation of equipment to
a third party based on the machinery being
installed and commissioned ready to use.
LES are fully conversant and experienced
in this area and have completed several such
projects enabling the respective laundry to
concentrate on their daily routine.

Third Party Machinery
Evaluation
A fundamental part of investing in additional
equipment and machinery is assessing the
suitability and functionality of equipment
and that it will meet the requirement of
any potential purchaser. LES provide an
independent assessment and evaluation
service to vendors and purchasers alike to
assist in making sure that the party concerned
can complete a transaction with confidence.

Laundry Machinery
LES have a range of machinery and equipment
for sale at any time, we also market machinery
on behalf of our customers.

Fully Equipped
Workshop

Sourcing/Supplying
Spares

Based in Blackburn, Lancashire, LES have
established a support structure that underpins
our engineering capability. Having made a
significant ongoing investment into plant and
equipment LES offer a complete refurbishment
service for laundry machinery that includes a
lifting capacity of up to 7.5 tonnes, in-house
welding, fabrication, electrical testing, sand
blasting, painting and all related maintenancebased services.

An integral part of any engineering service is
being able to provide an efficient and timely
response to customer requests for spares and
machine specific parts. LES have created and
refined their stockholding of spares at their
base in Lancashire and welcome enquiries
for any parts that customers are looking for.
If not in stock LES has an established
supply network and will endeavour to source
and supply the required item

New Installations/
Extractions/
Refurbishments

3D Printing

Whether re-siting equipment, installing
new machines or completely refurbishing
existing equipment LES offer a comprehensive
service to cover all such requirements. This
is fully supported by the facilities available
in Blackburn and has been a real growth area
for LES in 2020 and the early part of 2021.

Over the past 12 months a further investment
has been made to complement the provision
of spares and parts and LES have an in house
3D printing capability. This has enabled the
manufacture of various parts and spares to
meet customer requirements.
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More than words
Take note drycleaners:
‘greenwashing’ doesn’t
mean you are eco-friendly
but are paying lip service to
sustainability, which your
customers will spot. Jan Raycroft
reports

Matthew Barker

managing director, Barker

Matthew Barker has found
that a sustainable route
delights both customers
and staff
You’re known for ‘thinking outside
the box’ – including your boxes.
How is that going?
Three years ago, we set
ourselves the target of reducing
use of ‘single use’ plastic by 90
per cent. We are extremely proud
to say that we have achieved this
ambition, particularly pleasing too
as it’s despite the recent challenges
of Covid. We have converted almost
95 per cent of our 2,500 domestic
laundry customers to long lasting
laundry boxes which, whilst still
plastic, have a 20-year life span.
What about polythene use in the
drycleaning outlets?
We trialled removing polythene
packaging in one of our branches.
This proved hugely successful. We
subsequently introduced re-useable
garment covers in all four stores
and these are proving very popular
with customers, as well as looking
extremely smart and professional.
Whilst it’s recognised that
we shall never lose plastic, as it’s
probably one of the most effective
wrappers ever invented, the way

Jason Alexander

managing director, Renzacci UK
How do you see the current
situation?
Even before the pandemic hit,
we saw a marked rise in the number
of drycleaners and laundries
switching to safer, healthier
forms of cleaning; in particular,
wetcleaning – attracting new
and environmentally-conscious
clients with a truly innovative and
progressive approach.
But moving forward, it’s not
just their cleaning processes that
need to be sustainable, it’s their
whole business. The future of
high street shopping in general
has been questioned for many
years, and after what has been
an incredibly difficult time for
these high street stores, many have
decided to remain shut, even after
the easing of restrictions.
As a result, there are fewer
people on the streets, which ignites
further challenges for drycleaners
and laundries. So now, more than
ever, shop owners must implement
sustainable operations into their
business, to not only be more
environmentally-friendly, but to
adapt to changing consumer habits.
Where should they start?
The first step for drycleaners
and laundries is to perhaps consider

in which we use it and handle it
will make all the difference to the
future of our planet.
How vital is it to have staff
enjoying and driving the journey
to increased sustainability?
We have always recognised
how important it is to bring our
team of 50 along with us on our
eco journey – we carried out an
internal initiative to highlight
awareness of our environment and
the impact and use of plastics within
the business. As a result, everyone
is much more conscious, educated,
and most importantly motivated to
help the business.

Expect to see more pods
where customers leave
and collect their laundry

a 24-hour drop off and collection
operation. Having witnessed
shops in the US take a huge leap
towards central processing units
and unmanned 24/7 shops, it’s
vital that UK shops follow suit
with this level of creativity.
This solution reduces staff
costs, increases convenience for
customers and reduces the amount
of space required for a retail unit,
thereby lowering rental costs, as
well as offering the possibility
of drive-thru operations, and
not necessarily in town centre
locations.
With footprints of as little as
6.7m2 (about 75sq ft), serving
up to 225 orders, as well as
allowing a drop-off facility, the
small space requirements offer
numerous possibilities, such as
in train stations, shopping centres
and even petrol station forecourts.
The Metalprogetti Battista
COMBI 24/7 system, for example,
operates as a 24/7 self-service
kiosk, whereby customers can
drop off and collect their cleaning,
by operating a touchscreen pad
and paying by debit or credit
card, without the assistance of
attendants. These types of systems
can be integrated with others,
to offer a highly streamlined
approach to production.
Going the extra mile, shop
owners should consider the
possibility of a home or office
delivery service for customers,
to really enhance their offering.
With the introduction of same-day
delivery for some large-scale
retailers, consumers come to
expect a service that’s fast and
convenient, and they’re willing
to pay more for it.

Lifestyle
choices
including
24-7 garment
pick up or
collection
and delivery
services will
help to drive
change
Where does sustainability fit
within the cleaning process?
Drycleaners should switch
to a more cost effective, lower
running cost and more flexible,
env i ron ment ally-f r iend ly
cleaning solution. With a greater
variety of garments being able
to be successfully processed in
a wetcleaning system compared
to a solvent-based system, the
additional benefit of being able
to act as a high-quality laundry
machine, and the system’s
capability of being able to
process suedes, leathers, Ugg
boots, wedding dresses and other
delicate items; the f lexibility
of wetcleaning opens up huge
potential for forward-thinking
garment care specialists.
With pressures being placed
on manufacturers to implement
f u r ther cost-savi ng and
energy-efficient features onto their
machines, Electrolux Professional
were several steps ahead of the
game with their newly-launched
lagoon® Advanced Care 6000
series, which is why we’re proud
to be one of their top suppliers
in the UK.
With 85 per cent of a
commercial washer’s lifecycle
cost comprising of utility and
running costs, the Line 6000

co-owner of Elite Drycleaners, Edinburgh
You were our drycleaner /
wetcleaner of the year in the 2020
LADA awards and demonstrated
good environmental practice
throughout the operation. How
have you developed this?
It starts with the equipment.
Our ILSA washers weigh the
garments and save on water and
electricity, we have auto-dosing
pumps to ensure the right amount
of chemicals are used. Whether
it’s a jacket former or dryers with

moisture sensors, our equipment
choices have all been decided on
energy-saving first, price second.
The same goes for consumables.
Your website has a page explaining
the business’s environmentally
responsible outlook and practices.
How else do you share this
approach with customers?
The shop has plenty of posters
about our energy usage and
recycling achievements. They

really like our ‘drop and go’
bags and that our duvet bags are
reusable. Of course, it also means
we can order fewer! We like to
share with customers that we’ve
reduced our plastic usage by 60
per cent in the last couple of years
or so. They are happier – and so
are we.
Kashif Sheikh of Elite Drycleaners in Edinburgh with some of
the reusable items they’ve introduced

Philip Kalli

managing director at Ideal Manufacturing and Fill Refill Co
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sense because we have to be that
and accept we’re responsible for
some of the causes, like use of
detergents.
On ‘greenwashing’ I’ve actually
driven past a shop with a big plastic
poster in the window declaring
it to be an ‘eco drycleaner’. You
shake your head.
There has to be some balance
within all this. Have you faced
difficult issues within your own
business?
Yes. An example is our

Jason Alexander of
Renzacci UK says
drycleaners will have to
adapt to consumer choices

Sarah Sheikh

Phillip Kalli

You’ve been one of those at the
forefront of campaigns to ‘clean
up our act’. Where are we now?
I’m sure this is no longer a
‘choice’ issue. Businesses will
have to be proactive in playing
a part in tackling climate change
and show responsibility in all
their decision making. There’s
still a lot of ‘greenwashing’
going on where people make a
token effort, but that will be
found out. I’m probably going off
‘sustainability’ as a buzzword and
thinking ‘responsible’ makes more

range has been designed to
keep these to a minimum, while
maximising sustainability. Its
Automatic Savings programme,
in the models of 14kg and over,
adjusts the volume of water,
detergents and energy used in line
with the exact weight of the load,
while Integrated Savings helps
to avoid over and underloading
to maximise productivity. The
built-in Power Balance extraction
sequence translates into real-time
unbalance monitoring and G-factor
adjust ment th roughout the
extraction sequence for efficient
dewatering and low moisture
retention.

consumer recycled drums. Some
customers didn’t like them at first
because they couldn’t see the levels
inside. But you have to stand firm
and stick with decisions made on
principle, not on short-term money
making. Answering questions,
explaining why you’ve made the
change, will get you there in the
end. Internally we’ve come up
against dilemmas such as how
to eliminate pallet wrap. The
more businesses which take on
challenges like this, the more the
cost will go down.

This must be about the whole
business ethos, then?
The culture of the business is
really the key. We only want people
who share our values to join Ideal or
Fill, and our ethos to be a key reason
for them to want to be part of our
team. That’s not being righteous,
but when you have people who are
seriously committed to a major
plank of how you operate – and
the vision for the future – you will
get there. The last two people to
join our team happen to be vegans.
You don’t have to be a vegan to

work here, many of us are not, but
environmental issues are part of

the way they live every day, and
they bring more ideas to the table.

Sustainable Businesses

Julian Stone

Ludovic Blanc

founder, American Dry Cleaning Company
You were our drycleaner /
wetcleaner of the year in the
2019 LADA awards. How have
you been pushing forward your
sustainability goals since then?
We made a conscious decision
two decades ago to research and
invest in more eco-friendly
methods, so our focus on being
a sustainable business has been in
the making for a very long time
– way before our LADA award!
In practical terms we, like
many in the industry, have gone
out and sourced biodegradable
shirt bags and polyrobe material,
and we also have a bag for life
that we encourage our customers
to use instead of carrier bags and
garment bags.
However, we have taken things
much further and made long term
sustainable changes to our wider
business operations. For instance,
we have invested in a filtration
and water recycling system for
our laundry department – this
silicone-based system recycles
90 per cent of the water we use,
rather than let it go down the
drain, also enabling us to reuse

over 60 per cent of our solvents.
We have also invested
in a cooling tower and put
economisers on our boilers to
reduce the water consumption and
increase energy efficiency by 30
per cent. The economisers mean
we don’t need to heat up the water
as much to get it to pressure – the
water retains the heat better so
we’re not using as much gas.
A nd we pr i ma r ily use
wetcleaning with a combination
of multi solvent technology
processes that are environmentally
more friendly. I believe we’re
the only company in the world
that has six different cleaning
methodologies available in our
processing centres. This puts us
best placed to respond to new
fabric technologies and to pick
the right process for the fabric
we’re working with at the time.
It also means our customers
have the option to choose an
alternative environmentally
friendly solvent – they’re far
more interested now than ever
about what we’re doing with their
items. So much so we have videos

CEO, Blanc

Ludovic Blanc is continually
looking across all aspects
of his business for ways to
limit damage to the planet

American Dry Cleaning Company has a number of measures
in place to minimise their carbon footprint and offer a
greener service
in-store and online explaining
the processes for customers to
make informed decisions, and
our staff have to have a good
understanding of the process
and the technology and energy

savings involved – we make sure
our 15-week training programme
gives our team the confidence
and belief to explain what we do,
but most importantly the reasons
why we do it!

Tom de Wilton
Co-founder, Oxwash

You’ve come a long way since
fellow founder Kyle Grant set
off with a bike and a backpack
to do fellow students’ washing in
Oxford and ended up giving the
whole industry a good shaking.
Looking back, how do you see
those times?
The Eureka! moment was
when the early business grew to
the stage where it was necessary to
outsource washing to a couple of
laundries. It felt like undermining
the whole ethos, a necessary evil at
the time, but what we discovered
on the commercial side was an
eye-opener.

Tom de Wilton

You declared it a ‘dirty
industry’, not only demanded
change, but grew Oxwash out of
that.
We didn’t like the chemicals
used, the working conditions,
diesel vans, plastic usage, you
name it. What had been an
obligation became an opportunity.
We could see that legislation and
public opinion would force change.
What’s going to change in the
future?
Even today we still occasionally
find ourselves dealing with
garments which say ‘dryclean
only’ and with reluctance have
to send them out. I even saw
one recently with a care label
demanding perc. It’s crazy that
we are still using perc in the UK.
Technological innovation will
eventually stop that, alongside a
fashion revolution and a trend
towards ‘long fashion’ built on
textile longevity, where garments
last and refurbed and vintage
clothing lead the way alongside
a growing fashion rental market.
Technology will also solve
issues like filtration of plastic
microfibres and low temperature
disinfection in the post-Covid

Tom and fellow Oxwash founder Kyle Grant
world. There’s going to be a lot
of innovation driven by public
opinion.
The industry is going to be
pushed into reducing its impact

and mitigating in those areas where
changes can be made. There will
be some ‘greenwashing’ along the
way but that can’t last as too many
now know what it is.

doing that, they should be,
using environmentally-friendly
vehicles. I know some drycleaners
just see this as another expense or
waste of time, but it isn’t.
It takes you right onto the
territory of your customers
instead of them just passing
through yours. The market
intelligence to be gained about
the area, whether it’s likely to be
full of similarly-minded people
concerned about environmental
issues, and so on, can be a
goldmine for online and leafleting

campaigns because you can target
small areas with their likely needs
and interests. The more custom
you build up through that, the
cheaper and more time-effective
your delivery service becomes.
Otherwise, rival drycleaners
will offer collection and delivery,
picking up some of your past
customers along the way. There’s
no getting away from this one
– with more homeworkers in
future, including those who live
their lives in as sustainable way
as possible, this will only grow.

You have made great steps
forward recently towards your
sustainability targets. What have
you achieved?
I announced in March that we no
longer use any single-use plastics
in our operations. It has taken us
two years of extensive research and
very hard work but we’ve done it.
We founded our business
with a d r ive to create an
environmentally-sound business
model and we have continually
looked closely at every aspect of
our operation to find ways to limit
damage to the planet.
The cost of some of the key
materials that we require has
increased threefold, but it is entirely
worth it. We have managed to phase
out single-use plastic and have
reduced our packaging use by 25
per cent.
Tell us about some of the changes
you’ve introduced to achieve this
milestone?
Single-use plastic is a major
issue in the drycleaning industry
and this transition has been a huge
challenge for a business of our size.
Plastic-free packaging alternatives
are often incredibly expensive,
inaccessible, or even impossible
to source.
One of the biggest impacts
was the replacement of the plastic
film used for garment covers
and the shirt bags with a 100 per
cent compostable alternative. It’s
made from plant-based bioplastic
resins that contain high shares
of biologically sourced polymers
such as PLA and potato starch
- an alternative to traditional

fossil-fuels that allows packaging
to decompose back into nature. It
has the same protective qualities as
the original, just with a much lower
environmental impact.
In our view simply issuing the
new bags is not enough to claim
that we’re a sustainable, green
business – you have to see the whole
process through. Customers need to
be educated about how to dispose
of the bags properly otherwise the
end to end journey is not complete.
Talking about completeness, we
won’t, and don’t, stop at garment
covers. We have looked at every
part of our services and operations
for oppor t unities to embed
sustainability – from changing
the neck strips and stuffers to
cardboard so they can be easily
recycled at home and using metal
shirt clips that can be recycled or
reused, to our recent investment in
an electric vehicle and our plans
to measure our carbon footprint.
Our sustainability journey is far
from over.

Blanc’s new garment and
shirt covers are 100 per
cent compostable

Graham Warren

business development director, Caraselle
What should be the first step
for drycleaners determined
to become a more sustainable
business?
Many are now star ting
to restock as we come out of
lockdown and they should look
right through the product lines of
what they order to rebuild with
environmentally-friendly items.
There are garment covers
made from recycled cotton
which can be recycled again,
British-made sprays and lotions in
recyclable packaging, and much

more, for instance, our Orphea
moth repellent strips. Make sure
customers know you are doing
all this!
It’s tough out there for
drycleaners. Some will feel that
making major changes are too
difficult right now. What can
they do?
A huge marketing advantage
is already there, ready to
increase prof its for those
offer ing a collection and
delivery service. If they aren’t

Who fancies a cuddle and getting
back to normal?
Need a new approach to your
business? Let us help you:
Laundry/launderette machinery,
Wet cleaning, Installations, Detergents,
Water heaters, Water softeners
And much, much more…even a cuddle!
Refer to our ad on page 26
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About Michael Wieser
Michael Wieser is sales director at SoCom, the
leading laundry business software company in
the German speaking region, with a fast growing
client base all over Europe and the Middle East.
SoCom provides software, app and web solutions
to cover up all business processes in the textile
service industry.
After having already focused on an international
orientation of the SoCom company as assistant
to the CEO from 2013 on, Wieser took over the
position as sales director in 2017. His goal: a further

development of the international activities and an
expansion of the SoCom team to strive for the perfect
digital solutions for the textile service industry.
A solid background in software engineering and
more than five years in coordinating projects and
supporting the SoCom customers formed the base
for his career – and still contribute to his work today.
A close contact to the customers, the ability to carry
out programming tasks by himself and an open door
for the SoCom employees he is responsible for are
not only tasks for him, but his passion.

On his industry career ...
Whenever I say “the textile service
industry is fascinating” to someone
who is not in touch with the industry,
they tend to be surprised. The
complexity of the processes, the
innovation that is happening and
the strong community spirit are
fascinating to me, and I am glad I
got to know this and can not only call
this my profession but something
that goes even further.
It all started when I was a
teenager - with an apprenticeship
in sof t ware engineer ing at
SoCom where I had my first
touchpoints with the industry.
The programming skills I gained
in that time, are still quite helpful.
However, I quickly noticed that I
wanted more. So, when I finished
the apprenticeship in 2007, I moved
on to our support and consulting
department and started working

on customer projects right from
the start. To this day, this is a great
advantage, because I know many of
our clients personally and have been
able to tackle and overcome many
challenges together with them.
Having SoCom CEO, Wolfgang
Faist, as a personal mentor, I still
felt, there was even more to achieve
in my industry career. Therefore,
I have made the career steps from
support team leader to assistant to
the management to sales director,
always accompanied by a steady
growth of the company and
maintaining in close contact with
our customers. Especially in the last
five years, the latter became a more
and more international task, as our
company now supports customers
in 14 countries in Europe and the
Middle East.
The internationalisation of our

software solutions is one of my
main goals. We strive to provide the
best possible solutions as we aim to
support the textile service industry
in facilitating and digitalising
their processes. The fact that our
software solutions can be used
internationally is proven by the
cooperation with one of the world’s
largest airlines based in the Middle
East. A cooperation that definitely
belongs to my career highlights
as it was and still is quite a great
feeling of working together with the
company on such a trusting basis.
My next goal will be making
the industry even smarter and
driving digitalisation forward.
Already today, so many processes
can become paperless through
modern solutions. Textile care is
an industry with a future and I am
happy to be a part of it.

On industry developments ...
The pandemic has been and
still is a challenging time for so
many people. Digitalisation has
become one of the most important
aspects in our society – and in the
industry. Everybody has had to deal
intensively with digital solutions

Pictured here with
Wolfgang Faist, SoCom CEO
and Wieser’s mentor
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over the past year. As a company,
however, we have been dealing
with the issue for much longer - and
that has been our advantage. This
enabled us to provide our customers
with modern solutions during this
extraordinary time, if they were

not already using them.
Especially in the context of
social distancing, compliance
with distance and hygiene rules
and the increased need for
contactless processes, smart factory
and Laundry 4.0 are no longer
buzzwords. They are becoming
more and more part of everyday
life in our industry and show
how important modern solutions
are. Covering the entire business
process on a paperless basis is
already possible today.
Digitalisation can, and will,
offer the opportunity to make the
industry, which is often wrongly
regarded as rather old-fashioned by
outsiders, known as an innovative
and modern branch of the economy.
As a service provider in this area,
my focus is therefore clearly on
the continuous development of
digital solutions. RFID technology,
web and app solutions are already
indispensable and will decisively
shape the processes in laundries
in the coming years.
Digitalisation and automation go
together here, in an industry where
collaboration goes equally together.
We can use this opportunity to
drive innovation - and thus also
modernise the image of the industry
in the long term.

Wieser at TexCare in 2016

On sustainability ...
Digitalisation is not only an
advantage when it comes to a
modern image of the industry,
it also promotes sustainability.
Reduced delivery tours due to
better planning of routes, savings
on subsequent deliveries due to
better control at the goods-out
area or, even on a smaller scale,
the elimination of paper for order
picking of laundry - the advantages
for resource-saving processes are
obvious.
I am very pleased that our
solutions can contribute to
sustainable and at the same time

The complexity of the processes,
the innovation that is happening
and the strong community spirit
are fascinating to me
efficient operations. The fact that
these two aspects are not mutually
exclusive, but rather complement
each other, is ref lected in our
modern applications, such as
an app for optimised route

management or a web portal for
digital order management. The
high demand for such solutions
shows that the industry always has
the focus on both - sustainability
and efficiency.

On industry collaboration ...
It is the mix of companies in the
industry, from very large players
with tons of laundry per day to
just small dormitories, as well as
the numerous opportunities to
still develop the industry itself
together with our customers, that
makes the textile care industry so
fascinating for me. Furthermore,
I also feel the community spirit
in the industry - where people
always treat each other fairly and

work together harmoniously, even
among supposed competitors.
I n novations are d r iven
forward together in the industry,
and the cooperation is always
based on partnership and trust.
The fact that people know each
other within the industry and
exchange ideas at any time, even
in times of crisis and at a distance,
makes the industry something
very special for me.

News

Christeyns celebrates 10 years
of engineering expertise
Specialist hygiene chemicals
manufact urer Christeyns is
celebrating 10 years since it first
began designing and producing
dosing equipment to support its
range of laundry and hygiene
products.
Today the company has a
brand new engineering facility in
Budapest, Hungary which develops
a range of high-tech equipment for
many of its markets around the
globe. The multi-functional 1,200m2
unit will allow production to be
managed in-house for all divisions
including food and beverage,
professional hygiene and medical.
At Ch r istey ns U K, a
self-contained engineering unit
was added to the Bradford-based
business in 2019 to provide an
important service hub and support
growth in the engineering division
across its commercial laundry client
base in the UK and Ireland.
Christeyns Engineering is a
name synonymous with quality and
expertise and has been expanding

its influence in the laundry sector
year on year. As the largest player in
the UK commercial laundry sector
and with an increasing market share,
high-tech engineering systems are
now a critical part of the customer
offering.

The UK engineering unit
provides support for all Christeyns
equipment including Flux-Compact,
Flux-Star and Flux-Multi dosing
kits, ozone generating apparatus,
Speed O and Christeyns’ own water
and energy saving equipment.

We have expanded our facilities
and team to better service this side
of our business.”
Christeyns UK is part of
inter national detergents and
chemicals specialist Christeyns,
whose headquarters is in Belgium.

Here in the UK the firm employs
over 200 staff and incorporates
construction chemicals provider
Oscrete, as well as Christeyns
Food Hygiene, Clover Chemicals
and delicate care specialist Cole
& Wilson.

Christeyns’ new
facility in Budapest

EasyWash: The toolbox
for cleaning textiles
gently and hygienically
Kreussler launches their new
EasyWash system – ‘small
packages, big impact’ they say
as the system comes in four litre
bottles and five kilo tubs leaving
fabrics ‘clean and fresh even at
low temperatures.’
The
products
are
cost-effective, gentle on the
skin and environmentally
friendly. All products have been
dermatologically tested with the
result ‘very good.’
Trebon Plus is a super
concentrated heavy-duty powder
detergent with hygienic effect
for white and colourfast textiles.
It can be used in any water
hardness at temperatures from
86 to 194°F, leaving laundry
hygienically clean and bleached
gently from 104°F.
The extremely concentrated
powder is very economical
i n small quantities: one
kilogramme is enough to clean
up to 100kg of laundry. Trebon
Plus removes pigment and grease
contamination and prevents
tissue incrustation as well as
the formation of deposits on
washing machines.
Two liquid special cleaning
agents team up to remove
even stubborn soiling at low
temperatures from cold up
to 104°F: Lanadol X-Press
is ideal for less sensitive
textiles and coloured fabrics.
A highly efficient enzyme
system removes protein and
starch stains, while special
surfactants loosen grease, oil
and pigment contamination. Its
fibre smoothing system ensures
brilliant colours, prevents

“Engineering is now a huge part
of the laundry business,” states
Christeyns operations director
Justin Kerslake. “Advancements in
technology have led to systems that
save money and improve efficiency,
crucial for commercial laundries.

pilling, maintains an even,
smooth surface and prevents
greying of the textiles.
Its partner against grime
is Lanadol A ktiv: W hile
thoroughly cleaning textiles
made from sensitive fibres,
such as wool or silk, it protects
them from felting, pilling, colour
fading and shrinking, due to a
special fibre coating technology.
For the fans of clothes
having a soft and comfortable
feel, the fabr ic sof tener
concentrate Ottalin Soft intense
provides a fresh scent, not only
immediately after washing, but
also long after drying, created
by tiny microcapsules filled with
perfume. They are activated

Fox Energy Report
With the next phase of restrictions
lifted in May, businesses in the
hospitality sector and beyond were
keen to open their doors again.
However, one factor all businesses
post Covid need to consider is the
effect the pandemic may have on
their energy status. Due to the
number of businesses in these
sectors facing a perilous future,
energy suppliers have become
increasingly cautious of taking
on risk.
Many are asking for hefty
security deposits or applying
costly risk premiums to prices to
cover what they see as additional
risk – the energy suppliers do
not want to be left holding onto
debt should a supplied company
fail! Some suppliers are taking
an even more cautious approach,

withdrawing prices altogether and
not taking on new clients for the
foreseeable future.
Others are now beginning to
enforce a clause in many supply
contracts known as a ‘take or pay’
clause which requires a contracted
company to use a set amount of
energy during the contracted term.
This is typically 80 per cent – 120
per cent of their estimated annual
contracted usage or face penalty
charges. While some energy
suppliers have waived their right
to apply this clause, many have
not, and some businesses will
return to work and discover an
expensive hidden surprise on their
invoice.
In May, colder weather
and limited renewable power
generation continued to drive

both the gas and electric markets
upwards, seeing nearly a 15-20
per cent increase in prices over
just a few days. Coupled with
increases in the oil markets and
further cooler weather as we
moved through May, the markets
were expected to reach unusual
highs for this time of year. The
UK currently has minimal levels
of gas stored to accommodate this
abnormality and supply levels will
be tested even further as the colder
period continues.
Unexpected outages to the
Norwegian ‘Troll’ gas and oil field
in the North Sea, further serve to
increase a turbulent marketplace
along with a very quiet Liquified
natural gas (LNG) schedule with
only a handful of vessels due to
arrive this month.

by light friction and give off a
pleasant fragrance when worn
over time. The clothes will also
dry faster, be easier to iron and
look newer for longer.
Talking about scent: there
are many reasons where clothing
and other textiles might not have
a totally pleasant one – think
not only sports equipment, but
hospitals and nursing homes,
or working/protective clothes
after a long day of sweaty labour.
Ottalin Odx is a powerful odour
absorber that can quickly and
safely remove unwanted smells,
giving the treated textiles a
pleasant fresh fragrance. It can
also be used for flood and fire
damaged textiles.
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HOW SUPER IS THE

SUPER
DEDUCTION?
For expenditure
incurred from 1 April
2021 until the end of
March 2023, companies
can claim 130%
capital allowances on
qualifying equipment
purchases with
NO UPPER LIMIT!

What does this mean in practice?

This also includes qualifying
new assets purchased using
finance. This means that not only
can you spread the cost of purchase,
over a number of years, through an
Approved Business Finance facilitated
agreement but you can also reclaim
the Super Deduction when purchasing
qualifying equipment (with no upper
limits).

Only companies who pay corporation tax can take advantage of
this tax incentive. However, sole traders and partnerships can
look to still take advantage of the Annual Investment Allowance
which is currently set at £1 million and is in place until 31st
December 2021.

The super-deduction will allow
companies to cut their tax bill by up
to 25p for every £1 they invest. This
provides significantly faster tax relief
for qualifying investments, helping
businesses to invest and grow.

A company incurring the following amounts of qualifying
expenditure who decides to claim the super-deduction can
achieve the potential savings below:
SPEND ON
QUALIFYING ASSETS

SUPER
DEDUCTION

*POTENTIAL TAX
SAVING

£100,000
£250,000
£500,000
£1,000,000

£130,000
£325,000
£650,000
£1,300,000

£24,700
£61,750
£123,500
£247,000

*Potential Tax savings are based on qualifying purchases only.
Please speak to your accountant for full details.

Who can participate?

What expenditure qualifies?
Expenditure must be on equipment such as new and unused
plant machinery, factory fit outs, scaffolding and catering
equipment (exclusions apply, speak to one of our AMs for more
detail). Expenditure needs to be incurred on or after 1 April 2021,
but before 1 April 2023. Most tangible capital assets used in
the course of a business are considered equipment, plant and
machinery for the purposes of claiming capital allowances.
If you are looking to purchase machine assets, please contact:

Bob Mills on 07535 535410 or email
bobm@cherrytreemachines.co.uk to start the process

SUPER-DEDUCTION (VERSION 1 -April 2021) Eligibility criteria are outlined in the published tax information and impacts note, found at
www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-temporary-tax-reliefs-on-qualifying-capital-asset-investments-from-1-april-2021
Approved Business Finance Ltd is an independent asset finance brokerage and not a lender. Approved Business Finance Ltd is an Appointed
Representative of AFS Compliance Ltd, which is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm number 625035.
Approved Business Finance Ltd is a Franchisee of Asset Finance Solutions (UK) Ltd.
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CLAIM YOUR SUPER
DEDUCTION ON THESE
CHERRY TREE DEALS
130% TAX DEDUCTION SAVING OVER £36,000 OR MORE ON OUR IRONING LINE DEAL
From just £4,399 PM subject to status

FULL IRONING LINE 3.2M WIDE STEAM
IN STOCK IMMEDIATE DELIVERY INCLUDES:

SAVE UP TO

£130,OOO

(FROM LIST PRICE)

LAPAUW IRON
MAX DEMO
IRONER 3.2M
WIDE FIXED BED
2 ROLL
TECHNICAL
MANUAL
1200MM

NEW
3 STATION
FEEDER
3.2M WIDE

NEW
MULITIFUNCTION
RAPID FOLDER
1 LARGE (SHEETS)
4 SMALL
3 CROSS FOLDS
3 PRIMARY FOLDS

IRONMAX SERIES
(MANY EXTRAS
INCLUDED)

PLUS 1 YEAR WARRANTY & FREE SPARE PARTS KIT WORTH OVER £9,000
(If ordered before the end of June 2021)

Full line delivered (installation extra) and you can part exchange your old equipment with cash back!

ALL MACHINES IN STOCK • NO DEPOSIT
• 3 OR 5 YEARS LEASE PURCHASE AVAILABLE • IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
BENEFIT FROM 130% TAX RELIEF - MACHINES IN STOCK

LX445
LAVATEC
200KG
WASHER

CHERRYTREE
200KG
WASHER
LX460
LAVATEC
260KG
WASHER

CHERRYTREE
100KG
WASHER

KENT
100KG
MAT
DRYER

CHERRYTREE
100KG
DRYER
CHERRYTREE
50KG
WASHER

CHERRYTREE
50KG
DRYER

For an unbeatable quote and more
information call Bob Mills
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News

Regenex challenges industries to use
textile dyeing to help lower carbon
Com mercial linen revival
specialists Regenex has developed
new systems in textile coloration,
designed to help laundries get the
most out of every piece of stock.
The company is expanding its
unique dyeing service for tired
linen that has lost its original
whiteness or colour – to avoid
many tonnes of such serviceable
material being condemned to
landfill.
Directors believe colouring or
re-colouring is an under-utilised
solution for hospitality and
healthcare linen and are now in
talks with customers and contacts
about its possibilities.
Regenex’s vision for lowering
carbon emissions and conserving
the world’s resources is set out in
a new whitepaper, ‘Don’t dump
it, dye it: Getting the most out of
linen with coloration’, available as
a free download from the Regenex
website.
The Bradford-based start-up
is best-known for its patented
stain removal processes for white
linen. Now in its fourth year, it
can count several major laundry
chains in the UK and beyond on
its client list.
The firm has also dyed 75
tonnes of material so far, in trials
and smaller contracts – and is now
opening up such services to more
customers and partners.
David Midgley, managing
director of Regenex, said:
“These are exciting times of
new possibilities for saving
carbon and money through better

Paul Hamilton, technical
director of Regenex

management of linen.
“Companies are very wisely
ramping up their eco-credentials
as we prepare to emerge into a
post-Covid world. One easy way
to make big improvements is to
be more careful with textiles, and
get the most out of them, before
ordering replacement stock.”
Sustainability policies are
more important than ever, with
the World Economic Forum

declaring climate change and
human environmental damage
as the very biggest threats to
industry, in its Global Risks
Report 2021.
Regenex, which recently won
an International Green Apple
Award for environmental good
practice, has so far dyed hospital
blankets, workwear, continuous
roller towels, tableware, towels
and bedding. Dyeing can save

companies many tonnes of carbon
– and more than 50 per cent on
the cost of new items.
Paul Hamilton, technical
director of Regenex, said: “We
have been refining our processes
and we’re delighted to open up
our dyeing service. This will be a
game changer for many laundries,
hospitalit y and healthcare
operations. It’s a secret weapon
in reaching low carbon ideals.”

David Midgley, managing
director of Regenex

WWW
CleanEx2022

NEW DATES: April 24/25 2022
info@megevents.co.uk | megevents.co.uk | Tel: 0118 901 4471
w w w. ca ra se l l e. n e t

020 7267 5003

BOOST PROFITS with our Clothes-Care products
“These Pet Hair Removal
Rollers are by far the best!
A truly great product ”

D.L.S.

Drycleaning & Laundry Services

www.dls.co.uk • 0800 085 3063 • @dlsedinburgh
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NEW INSTALLATIONS

Crown Tailoring & Dry Cleaning in Kingston, London had been
using a third-party drycleaner to process their cleaning but,
after reviewing the quantity of garments coming in and the cost
involved in processing them, they decided that installing their
own cleaning system would more than pay for itself. After visiting
Renzacci UK’s state-of-the-art showroom owner Ayman Zaki finalised
plans to offer wetcleaning and eco-friendly laundry alongside a range
of finishing services in their new larger facility. Renzacci UK installed
an Electrolux Professional lagoon® Advanced Care Essential Set, Pony
Formplus-S jacket former, Pony MPT-D trouser topper, Pony GenusSV finishing table, Pony Jolly spotting table, Pony GE65 boiler, Pony
SP/U press, Hawo HP630KST bagging machine and Metalprogetti
garment conveyor – followed up with training to ensure staff were
comfortable with using their new equipment.
Zaki said, “Our new equipment is incredible. I would highly
recommend any business looking to invest in a wetcleaning machine,
to contact Renzacci UK – they’re excellent at what they do and very
friendly and the lagoon® system is absolutely fantastic. It’s saved us
money, time and allows us to give our clients the service that they
have been asking for – environmentally-friendly, with no chemical
smells and a fantastic finish.”

Ecosan Services in Ashford, Kent installed a new washer and dryer
from Industrial Laundry Equipment Ltd. Ecosan’s Sonja Wood
(pictured) said: “We needed to increase our capacity for mat washing
and love the new machinery from Industrial Laundry Equipment Ltd.
We have a 120kg tilting washer and matching gas dryer. The installation
was professional and the wash quality is fantastic.”

Pictured is Yusuf Muhamad of Spring Professional laundry Service,
based in Bristol. He contacted Parrisianne to help fit out his empty
shop. A friend had recommended Parrisianne after they had used
them for a similar install a couple of years earlier and were extremely
happy with the machinery and service they had provided. As well as
a Union XP8018E drycleaning machine, Parrisianne also supplied a
Ghidini Tornado A finishing table, a Ghidini GBS88 spotting table
and a Hawo KST630 floor standing polyrobe machine.

AG S s u p p l i e d
and installed the
following to this
launderette in High
Street, Berkhamsted:
two W585S, three
W5130S and two
W5180S Electrolux
Professional
washers with AGS
detergents and an
automatic dosing
system installed to
one washer, plus a
T5300S Electrolux
dryer.

As lockdown ended Savilles Dry Cleaners in Guildford were ready
with their new DryStream TOUCH EPoS system. DryStream is
designed exclusively for laundries and drycleaners who want to make
more money from new business and from every sale.

Section Header

Parrisianne recently installed a Sankosha DF200E multi former to
RS Dry Cleaners in Leyton. The owner Yunus Chopdat contacted
Parrisianne when he decided to upgrade his existing formers. He
had heard great things about the new features of the Sankosha
DF200E, including the ability to finish garments from XXS-XXL,
the pneumatic soft tension shoulder expansion, 180 degree rotation
operated pneumatically, the small footprint, the new hot air circulation
system and most importantly a cool down forming option. With all
of these added features and Chopdat`s years of experience using the
Sankosha shirt machines, his decision was very easy to make.

Wax jacket cleaning specialists, Cherry Dry Cleaners in Worcester,
required a top-of-the-range machine for finishing wax jackets. After
speaking with Andrew Lambert, business development director at
Renzacci UK – UK supplier of Pony’s range of finishing equipment
– he recommended the Pony MGGV with a 20ltr 18kW boiler. All
Pony machines are built with user-friendliness at the forefront of
its construction, giving shop owner, Paul Cerri, the confidence to
install and commission the system himself. From the time of enquiry,
through to delivery and installation, the system was up and running
in just six weeks.

Right across the UK, DryStream has been busy installing new EPoS
systems so drycleaners are ready for 2021 – just like Kleanco Dry
Cleaners in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire pictured here. Whether
it’s upgrades or new systems, DryStream owners know they have
everything they need to provide unparalleled service to customers
and increase profits.

Do you have an installation story to share with readers?
If you’d like your installation featured in a future issue of Laundry & Cleaning Today then send a photo and some brief details
about the installation and the equipment to the team by emailing editor@laundryandcleaningtoday.co.uk
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SHOP WINDOW
BOILER

CHEMICALS LAUNDRY

DRYCLEANING MACHINES

01255 224500

Service Machinery Limited

www.steamboilers.co.uk

We know BÖWE

Machines from 9 to 200kg
For Perc or MutiSolvent®
e.g. Hydrocarbon, GreenEarth®,
SolvonK4, HiGlo, Intense or
SENSENE™

BOILER BROKERS
Twin Industries
International
BOILER BROKERS
FOR ALL INDUSTRIAL BOILERS
Free, totally independent service, linking
enquirers with appropriate suppliers.
• Steam • Hot Water • Thermal Fluid
New • Reconditioned • Hire
Save time and money with one phone call
No. 1 Hartley Mews, Hartley Wintney
Hampshire RG27 8NX
Tel: 01252 845521
Email: sales@twin-industries.co.uk
www.boilerbrokers.com

BOILERS, REPAIRS
AND RETUBING

BÖWE PremiumLine Black Forest P18 - 18kg

There is no finer machine to build
your business around.

COMPUTERS/EPOS SYSTEMS

Call now to find out what a new BÖWE
can do for you. From just £15/day.
BÖWE iLine Pi360 -18kg

www.sermacltd.co.uk

0845 680 1792

sales@sermacltd.co.uk

The best EPoS systems
for dry cleaners
& laundries
• Hardware, software,
installation, training & support

Steam Boiler
Services

• Steam / gas pipe work and
associated boiler
maintenance and repairs.
• Sales / services 24-7
Nationwide
• Industrial Gas Safe Registered
Engineer
• Good range of second-hand
Boilers always in stock
Tel: 07941707331

• Buy outright
or lease over 1-5 years

No monthly charges

020 8441 0102

www.drystream.co.uk

The Industry’s Choice since 1993

CLOTHES CARE

w w w. ca ra se l l e. n e t
020 7267 5003

DO YOU WANT TO
BOOST PROFITS?
…and repeat business by selling our
wide range of Clothes-Care products
Roller Brushes, Moth Killers, Garment
Covers, Clothes Hangers & lots more…

ADVERTISE IN

NEW

DATE

2022

2022

Don’t miss

THESE PAGES

The UK’s only exhibition dedicated to the
laundry, cleaning and textile services industry

FROM

24&25 APRIL 2022

£180 + VAT

Ascot Racecourse

Visit two trade shows in one
CleanEx is now incorporating
Hospitality Expo
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Register your place
bit.ly/CleanExattend

The currently climate has made it more important
than ever to reach out to your audience.
Laundry & Cleaning Today are continuing to connect
with the industry through the magazine, website,
social media and newsletters.
Whatever your message. Whatever your budget. Talk
to us today to get your message out there.

DRYCLEANING SUPPLIES

FINISHING EQUIPMENT

4 Rhodes Street, Castleford, West Yorkshire WF10 1LE
Tel: 01977 512152/518874 Mob: 07785 931863/07770 738676
www.centre-service.co.uk E: info@centre-service.co.uk

Spares, Service
Installation
Press Clothing, Ironer Clothing
Visit our website and order online

LINEN - BED AND BATH

VISION IS DEDICATED TO
PROVIDING THE HIGHEST
QUALITY, ETHICALLY
SOURCED BED, BATH
AND TABLE LINEN TO THE
LAUNDRY INDUSTRY.
CONTACT VISION TO ORDER TODAY

01254 589 550
visionlinens.com

LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

LAUNDERETTE SPARE PARTS

SPARE PARTS
VISIT OUR NEW ONLINE
ORDERING SITE
WWW.LPD.CO.UK
OR CALL
01642 768 995

RELY ON US TO SERVICE
YOUR MACHINES WITH
OFF THE SHELF PARTS
SAVE
25%
ON OUR

STANDARD
DAY RATES AND
BREAKDOWN

20%
OFF
OUR PLANNED

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE
PROGRAM (PPM)

SERVICE
GUARANTEE
ON MOST MAKES
AND MODELS

QUALIFIED
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS
REQUIRED

HIGHLY COMPETITIVE
SALARY, GAS SAFE A
CLEAR ADVANTAGE

POSTERS-PARTS-SUPPLIES

LAUNDRY MACHINE
PARTS SPECIALIST
(MOST MAKES)

020 8311 1382

CALL 01254 671 155

www.grpps.com
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LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

20KG
45lbs
£4095
14KG
30lbs
£3450

28KG
62lbs
£5495

9KG
20lbs
£2495

13KG
30lbs
£2495

25KG
55lbs
£3195

2 X 20KG
2 X 45lbs
£6450
2 X 13KG
2 X 30lbs
£4995

enquiries@mach1-engineering.co.uk
07956 216 307
Complete laundry solutions:
Wet cleaning
Laundry
Roller irons
Ozone cabinets

Super 8 green machines reducing utility
bills! Optional AGS mech accepting coins,
tokens and cashless payments!
In stock for immediate delivery!

Official supplier of Renzacci
laundry equipment

The most energy efficient machinery on the market; don‛t ask us ask our competitors!
T: 01277 899664/616

E: info@agslimited.co.uk

W: agslimited.co.uk

TRUCKS AND TROLLEYS

LAUNDRY
SPARES
MADE SIMPLE.
Over 20,000 parts at the click
of a button or the end of the
phone.

A R Materials Handling Ltd
Bag Trolleys to suit every application
Textile or Plastic Bags accommodated
Available in many styles and colours

08000 546 546

Lidded Bag Trolley | Single Bag Trolley | Hamper Bag Trolley | Double Bag Trolley | Folding Bag Trolley

laundryspares.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1706 225434
E-mail: sales@armh.co.uk Web: www.armh.co.uk

WEDDING DRESS PRESERVATION BOXES

TRAINING

ADVERTISE IN
Full UK and Europe Coverage
Industry Trainer / Examiner
Independent Consultant
SED Reports
Garment Analysis Reports
Modern Apprenticeship Trainer
Guild Approved Trainer

colin@totalfabricsolutions.com
01698 306276
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tarheelcentre@gmail.com
07580151270

THESE PAGES
FROM
£180 + VAT

CLASSIFIEDS
SHOPS & BUSINESSES FOR SALE

RETIREMENT SALE

Fe n t o n B u s i n e s s S a l e s

FULLY EQUIPPED DRYCLEANERS
IN HERTFORDSHIRE

Solely for the Dry Cleaning & Laundry Industry
www.fentonbusinesssales.co.uk

LONDON – Unit T/O
£4,800pw Rent £24,000p.a.
VERY PROFITABLE
£197,500+sav Offers
DC2073

LONDON – UNIT
T/O £7,500pw RENT
£45,000p.a. Retirement
£320,000+sav DC2058

SURREY – Unit T/O
£73,000p.a. Lease Rent
£12,000p.a. £54,950 +sav
DC2053

HERTS – Unit & Receiver
T/O £6,900 pw RENT
£42,400p.a. £250,000+sav
DC2075

SURREY - Unit T/O
£2,500p.w.+ Lease Rent
£15,000p.a. £90,000+sav
FREEHOLD, Business &
3 Bed Accommodation
£640,000 DC2044

ESSEX - UNIT T/O
£1800pw. Lease Rent
£13,500p.a. Rates £0.
Retirement Sale High
Margins £65,000+sav
DC2054.

SURREY - Laundry/
Ironing Business T/O
£1,800pw Rent £7,800p.a.
£62,500+SAV DC2077

Hertfordshire - Unit T/O
£5000 pw Rent £27,000
£249,000 +sav Offers.
DC2066

LONDON – Unit T/O
£1,400p.w. Lease Rent
£16,500p.a. £30,000 +sav
Offers DC2038
LONDON – Unit T/O
£2,600p.w. counter
Lease Rent £12,500p.a.
£65,000+sav OFFERS
DC2048

LONDON – Receiver
T/O £41,600p.a. Lease
Rent £10,000p.a. £15,000
DC2043

DC2077
HAMPSHIRE – Unit T/O
£2500 p.w. Rent £18,500pa
£80,000+sav DC2076

email admin@fentonbusinesssales.co.uk
Call Cherie on 07414 582575

Price: £79,950
Tel: Osman on 07931 740776 or email
panachedrycleaners@gmail.com

IN OUR
NEXT
EDITION

SURREY – Ironing
Business. T/O £4,000p.w.
collection & delivery Lease
Rent £6,500p.a. £120,000
Offers DC1947
LONDON – Receiver T/O
£1000pw Rent £12,000p.a.
£40,000+sav OFFERS
DC2074

LONDON T/O £1,800 per
week. Rent £21,750 pa
£55000 DC2055 REDUCED
LONDON – T/O £2,700
pw Lease £18,000p.a
£90,000+sav DC2069
REDUCED

Shop is unopposed in a parade of shops
Rent, Rates and Service charge £11,000 p.a.
All equipment included

• Associations
• Shirt Finishing
• Large Washers
• In Focus

CARDIFF – Laundrette
& Receiver Net Proﬁt
£30,000 Rent £12,000 p.a
Rates £4900p.a Modern
Equipment £40,000+sav
DC2070 REDUCED

DC2070
Recommended Solicitors

Mark Ashton & Co Solicitors (01273) 236750

Owners wishing to sell call Cherie Hall on 07414582575

Hamed Ovaisi 01323 407555

to be included email:
info@laundryandcleaningtoday.co.uk

RECRUITMENT

FOR SALE

- FOR SALE Currently Available Call for Details
Girbau 6057 Washer Extractors
Lavatec Steam Dryers
Lapauw C1000/C2000
Unica 180KG Washer
Laundry Engineering Services
Unit 32, Time Technology Park
Simonstone, BB12 7TG
t: +44(0)1254 457015
m: +44(0)7720 736503
e: paul@laundryengineering.co.uk

Brand New Stock

Second-hand Equipment

Renzacci 22kg Wet cleaning washing machine,
electric heated
Renzacci 25kg Wet cleaning tumble dryer,
electric heated
Renzacci Ozone sanitizing cabinet
Renzacci 16kg Double stack dryer, gas heated
with coin op facility.
Renzacci 9kg High speed washing machine with
coin op facility.
Renzacci Automatic press with built in boiler
and air compressor.
Renzacci spotting table, hot and cold spotting
with built in air compressor
Renzacci ironing table with boiler. vacuum and
up steam facility.
Hydrovane HV02 Single phase
air compressor.

Union Nova 60 25kg non distillation
multi-solvent dry cleaning machine.
2016 electric
Union XP850 20kg Perc dry cleaning machine,
2007 steam heated
Firbimatic F15 15kg Perc dry cleaning machine,
electric 2013
2x Pony 42kw electric boilers
with condense tanks.
2x Pony garment jacket formers.
2x Pony Trouser toppers
Pony spotting table with hot and cold facility.
Ipso 50lb High speed washing machine.
Primus 18kg wet cleaning washing machine.
Electrolux W4240H 24kg Steam heated
washing machine.
Ipso D330 double stack dryer gas heated.
ADC 40lb gas heated dryer
ADC 30lb gas heated dryer
2x Hydrovane HV02 air compressors.
Sankosha automatic bagging machine
Sankosha ALP-550E single buck
shirt machine 2010

All ready for delivery
www.mach1-engineering.co.uk

Call 01306 882393
for further details
Other equipment available
– ask for details
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News

American Dry Cleaning
Company announce
latest acquisition
American Dry Cleaning Company
(ADCC) has recently announced
their acquisition of Perkins Dry
Cleaners in Holland Park, London
- a 45 year old established business
with a great old school skill base,
says Julian Stone, founder of
ADCC.
He said: “This acquisition adds
and strengthens something very
special to our portfolio that is in
limited supply in the industry old school craftsmen that really
know the art of drycleaning and
laundry.”
It will also increase their
geographical reach and add
customer touch points from
A DCC’s closest shops i n
Kensington Church Street, Notting
Hill, and Portobello Market. The
business now has 45 sites across
exclusive London postcodes and
Perkins is their third acquisition
this year, including two new

vacant shop openings.
Stone saw the opportunity as
attractive due to the retirement of
the owners and it meant he would
be inheriting a great team and
cementing the ADCC brand in
the area. It also directly responds
to continual requests from their
collection and delivery customers
in Holland Park to have a high
street presence.
Stone said: “Over the last
12 months as the economy has
suffered, opportunities have arisen

to be able to be in a fortunate
position to cherry pick locations
and businesses that we have been
in discussions with prior to the
pandemic.
“The type of garments coming
in are different from before the
pandemic where now it is more
household, laundry and wash
and fold work. Hopefully as the
economy gains traction the suits,
shirts and party work will return.
“I am pleased that we have
been able to acquire a 45-year

established business, with a great
team that will join the American
Dry Cleaning Company family. I
would like to thank Perkins and the
American Dry Cleaning Company
team for this professional and well
orchestrated deal.”

Kick-start for Belfast laundry business
Belfast laundry businesses, CN
Hygiene and the Kit Cleaning
Company, have celebrated a
‘kick-start’ return to business
activity with the cleaning and
preparation of the Northern
Ireland Ladies football team kits.
The family-run businesses
run by husband and wife-team,
Nikki and Michael Sturgeoner,
have had to down-tools for
almost 12-months as the
majority of their work services
both the hospitality and sports
industries.
Nikki, who runs the Kit
Cleaning Company explained

to the business section of www.
newsletter.co.uk: “To know we
helped get the ladies ready for
their victory gave us all a sense
of pride.The past 12 months
have been very tough for us as
a family run business totally
reliant on other sectors – both
of whom have had to shut.
“The Kit Cleaning Company
has contracts with sports
teams at all levels across the
country, and we rely on them
playing their weekly match. I
am so thankful that this is now
resuming and can’t wait to get
back to work for what we hope

will be a busy summer ahead.”
Michael Sturgeoner, who
r uns sister company, CN
Hygiene, continued: “The
majority of our business is to
service the hospitality industry.
We launder everything from
bed linen, tablecloths, napkins,
aprons to dishcloths.
“To have this industry shut
down for most of the year means
that we have suffered the same
blow. It has been extremely hard
to survive, but I am grateful that
we have, and we are ready for a
bumper summer of staycations
and eating out.”

LOOKING FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE
RELIABLE LAUNDRY MACHINERY?
We supply: Girbau, Imesa, Rotondi, MS Group
Bagging machines
Finishing equipment
Boilers
Ironers
Tex�le laundry tags
Wetcleaning
Laundry Engineering Services Ltd, Unit 3, Lever Works,
Slater Street, Blackburn, BB2 4LY
t: +44(0)1254 457015 : +44(0)7720 736503
e: paul@laundryengineering.co.uk
laundryppm.co.uk
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07701 385 700

www.dwastex.co.uk

danish@dwastex.co.uk

